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CURVES IN GRASSMANNIANS

DAVID PERKINSON

Abstract. Curves in Grassmannians are analyzed using the special structure

of the tangent bundle of a Grassmannian, resulting in a theory of inflections or

Weierstrass behavior. A duality theorem is established, generalizing the classical

duality theorem for projective plane curves. The appendices summarize basic

information about principal parts bundles and their application to studying the

inflections of curves in projective space.

Introduction

This paper develops Joe Harris's idea for classifying curves in Grassmannians

based on the special structure of the tangent bundle of a Grassmannian. A map

of a curve, X, into a Grassmannian is given by a vector space, V , of globally

spanning sections of some vector bundle, E, on X. To this, we associated a

sequence of vector bundle quotients

(*) V ®cfx

called derived bundles and define higher differential ranks and torsion sheaves.

Our goal is then to explain the geometry behind these constructions. The main

tools we use are principal parts bundles and the closely related osculating bun-

dles, in the spirit of Piene's work [Pil]. Main facts about these bundles are

relegated to the appendices and are assumed throughout the main body of the

paper.

Derived bundles are defined in § 1 and their connection with principal parts

bundles is presented in §2. Piene's osculating bundles appear in §4. They are

used to formulate a key result, Theorem 4.2, which states that the surjections

between derived bundles, ( * ), lift to give surjections between osculating bundles

( ** ) VX — E — G\EX) — G2(E2)

This property is used to characterize derived bundles in Theorem 4.6. It is also

the key idea behind Theorem 5.1, which is a refinement of the normal form for

a curve in a Grassmannian due to Griffiths and Harris, [GH2].

The normal form for curves in Grassmannians can be interpreted to explain

the geometric meaning of derived bundles and differential ranks. Locally, a

curve in a Grassmannian is given by the span of vectors parametrized by the

curve.   It might happen that some of these vectors are derivatives of others.
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Roughly, the differential rank is the minimum number of vectors needed such

that they, along with their derivatives up to various orders, determine the map

to the Grassmannian. The higher differential ranks express the orders of the

derivatives. This is made precise by Theorem 5.1.

In certain situations, a calculation of ranks will show that the surjections

to the osculating bundles in ( ** ) are isomorphisms. This is the idea behind

Theorem 6.2.1, which is used to recover a result of Griffiths and Harris, [GH2,

p. 386] characterizing curves with differential rank one: each comes from a curve

in projective space by taking a cone over an associated map of some order. An

associated map of order t for a curve in projective space sends a point on the

curve to its t-ih osculating space (the space spanned by the derivatives of order

< f of a local parametrization of the curve).

The formalism of our vector bundle constructions suggested one of the main

results of the paper, a duality theorem for curves in Grassmannians, Theorem

7.1. In the case where E is an osculating bundle for a curve in projective

space, this result specializes to give Piene's duality theorem, [Pil], which is

the modern expression of the classical duality theorem for curves in projective

space. (The most special case is the fact that the double dual of a projective

plane curve is the curve, itself.) As an application, we discuss the birationality

of the associated maps, (Proposition 3.3.1).

The torsion sheaves measure the inflectionary behavior of a curve in a Grass-

mannian. In the special case of a curve in projective space, their lengths are

known as stationary indices: these are the numbers appearing in the generalized

Pliicker formulas describing the way a curve flexes.

The paper ends with several examples: curves in Grassmannians coming from

taking "joins of lines"; curves of degree three; a relation between the degree of

a bundle generated by global sections and its possible differential ranks; and the

sequence of differential ranks and torsion numbers (lengths of torsion sheaves)

possible on the projective line.

E. Ballico has continued the study initiated in this paper, [Bal], and has

generalized some of the results to higher dimensional varieties, [Ba2].
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1. Derived bundles

We study a map of a smooth curve over an algebraically closed field, k , into

the Grassmannian of r-dimensional quotients of an «-dimensional vector space

V over k :

(1.1) f:X^G(V,r) = Gr-XF(V) = G

or equivalently, a surjection

(1.2) (p: Vx = V ®k c?x —» E
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where E is a vector bundle of rank roni. The universal exact sequence on

G

(1.3) 0^S-+ VG^Q-*0

where Q is the universal r-quotient, pulls back to

(1.4) 0—>SE^Vx-^E-+0

where Se is the kernel of <f>. The tangent map

Tx ^f*TG = rßTom(S, Q) et &om(SE, E)

is the same as a map

(1.5) d = df.SE-*nx,k®E

where £2^/it = ^7/1 *s tne cotanSent bundle.

Definition 1.6. The differential rank of 4> (or f) is the rank of the image of

d . The torsion sheaf for <f> (or f) is the torsion subsheaf of the cokernel of

d .
The differential rank of tj> is the rank of d restricted to a generic fiber. At

special fibers, the rank of d may drop, this being measured by the torsion sheaf.

The map d is now used to construct a sequence of related maps to Grass-
mannians.

Definition 1.7.   The first derived bundle of 4> is the vector bundle

Ex — (cok(ö) ® Q:!, ) /torsion.■.   V xlk)

Tensoring the natural map Clx¡k ® E -» cok(9) by OjL and composing with

4> induces a surjection

h- VX^EX

which factors through <p. There is a corresponding map

f(X):X^G(V,rark(Ex)).

One may now repeat the process with Ex in place of E. Inductively, define

the i-th derived bundle of (/>, E,■, to be the first derived bundle of </>¡_i . The
bundle E¡ comes with a surjection

4>r- vx — Et

and a corresponding map

f(i):X^G(V,raru\(Ei)).

Define the i-th differential rank of cp, drk,(0), to be the differential rank of

<pi-X and the i-th torsion sheaf, tor,-(</>), to be the torsion sheaf of <pi-X . The

i-th torsion divisor is defined to be 5^x6A-length(tor, </3x)-x and the i-th torsion

number is the degree of this divisor.

Thus, letting cp0 = <f>, the previously defined differential rank and torsion

sheaf of 4> may be called the first differential rank and first torsion sheaf, respec-

tively. In sum, we have associated with each map of X into a Grassmannian,
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a sequence of maps of X into other Grassmannians, a corresponding sequence

of surjections

(1.8) Vt-oE-^Ex-^Ei-*--

and a sequence of torsion sheaves on X . The i-th differential rank is

drk, (p = rk^y-i - rkis,.

Remark 1.9. Tensoring (1.5) by Qx)k defines a map

TX/k ®SE^ E

whose cokernel modulo torsion is Ex . We used d to define the derived bundles

instead of this map because it arises more naturally when using principal parts

bundles to study differential ranks, (§2).

2. Principal parts bundles and a description of d
in local coordinates

Although d:Sß -» QX/k®E, used to define the derived bundles, was defined
by identifying the tangent bundle of the Grassmannian with a space of maps,

we will mostly use an alternate description using Pl(E), the first order prin-

cipal parts of E. This is given in Proposition 2.1. The proof of Proposition

2.1 shows that the map d is closely related to the second fundamental form

homomorphism on the Grassmannian.

The section ends with a description of d in local coordinates. It will be used

later to state Theorem 5.1 giving the normal form for a curve in a Grassmannian

and leads to a geometric explanation of the differential rank.

Proposition 2.1. There is a commutative diagram with exact rows

0 ->       SE       ->    Vx    —-4—» E -► 0

(2.2) |a j„, |

0 -► Slx/k®E -> Pl(E) -► E -► 0

where the bottom row is the fundamental exact sequence and ul is the Taylor

series map (A.6). Thus, d is the Taylor series map ul restricted to Se ■

Proof. The Taylor series map lifts </>, giving a map of exact sequences as shown

except we must verify that the induced map Se -* QX/k ® E is d . There is

a diagram similar to (2.2) on the Grassmannian. The map VG —* Q to the

universal /"-quotient factors through the first order principal parts of Q to give

0 --»        5        -y     VG     -► Q -> 0

( *) s L¿

0 -y SlGik®Q -► P'(Ô) -> Q -» 0

Let df:f*£lo/k ~* &x/k be the cotangent map. Pull back (*) to the curve

and use the natural map /*P'(Q) —* Pl(E), (A.2.4), to get the commutative
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diagram

0 -► SE -►       Vx       —*—► E -► 0

\rs W      I
0 -► fynGik®E -► /*P'(ß) -► E -► 0

\df0id

0 -►    £lxlk®E    -y    P'(£)    -y E -► 0

The composite of the middle vertical maps is the Taylor series map v ' ; so it

suffices to show that the composite of the vertical maps on the left is d . We

see this by noting the connection between ô and the standard identification:

TG = fr¥om(S, Q). Tensoring the map ô of (*) by Q* induces a map a:S®

Q* —► QG/k which one may check, using local coordinates, is an isomorphism.

The dual of a is the standard identification.  D

Applying the snake lemma to (2.2) gives

Corollary 2.3. Derived bundles can be calculated from the Taylor series map,

i/1: VX^PX(E):

(1) cok{d) = cok(ul) ;

(2) Ex s (cok(i/1) <g> &xl/k) /torsion ;

(3) toTX(<f>) is the torsion subsheaf of cok(u');

(4) drk1(0) = rk(im^')-rk£'.

Hence, the first torsion sheaf of <p measures where v ' drops rank.

Remark 2.4. The map ô: S —» ClG/k ® Q introduced in the proof of Proposition

2.1 is called the second fundamental form homomorphism. It differs by a factor

of -1 from the second fundamental form of [AK]. As part of the proof of

Proposition 2.1, we showed that d may described as the pullback via / of the

second fundamental form on G, composed with df ® 1 where df:f*QG/k —>

QX/k is the cotangent map.

Local description of d . We now use Proposition 2.1 to give a description of d

in local coordinates. Looking locally, we may assume X = Spec A and identify

Vx with A®" (choosing a basis for V ), E with A®r, and Se with A®n~r. The

map 4> becomes the matrix M = (a,j) whose rows will be denoted by v¡ for

i = I, ... , r. Let L — (b¡j) be the inclusion Se —y Vx and denote its columns

by Wj for i = I, ... , n - r. Recall the standard derivation, d: A —» Q,A/k ■ We

may assume that &A/k is trivial with generator dz. For a £ A , define a' by

the equation

da = a! dz.

Define v[ = (a'lX , ... , a\n).  Finally, identifying Pl(E) with (A®r)®2 = A®2r
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as in (A.4), diagram (2.2) becomes

[tu. Wn-r] A®n A®r

(2.5) d={v[-Wj)

V\

v,

Aer

0

A®r

I, 0

where Ir is the rxr identity matrix. For details, see (A.4) and (A.6.4.3). Since

Vi -Wj = 0, the following "dual" description comes from the product rule:

(2.6) d = (v'i.Wj) = (-Vi'W'i)

where w'} = (b'Xj, ... , b'nj).

For a "more local" description of d , take A to be the local ring at some point

x £ X with local parameter z. The completion of A is then isomorphic to

the power series ring k[[z]], and the inclusion of A into its completion allows

us to view the v¡ 's and tu, 's as functions of z. The derivatives we must take

are then just ordinary derivatives of power series. Finally, looking in the fiber

at x, we get a nice interpretation of d . Consider the parametrized family of

(n - r)-dimensional subspaces of V :

A(z) = span {tu, (z), ... , w„-r(z)}.

In the fiber at x,

(2.7) 0:A(O) — F/A(O),
Y>/ti>/(0) - £W(0).

Dually, using (2.6), take the parametrized family of r-dimensional subspaces

of V*
T(z) = span{w.(z), ... , vr(z)}

and in the fiber at x,

(2.8) ô:T(0) —K*/T(0),

£a/U/(0) w 2>i«î(0).

This agrees with [GH2, p. 384, 2.1]. At most points, the rank of this map
is the differential rank of <f>. At special points, the rank may drop, and this is

measured by the torsion sheaf.

3. FUNCTORIAL PROPERTIES OF DERIVED BUNDLES

We consider two types of functorial properties of derived bundles: one com-

ing from maps between bundles, and the other from maps between curves. As

an application, the latter can be used to show that the associated maps, (B.4),

are birational.
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Proposition 3.1. Let V, W be k-vector spaces and E, F be vector bundles on

X. Suppose there is a commutative diagram

Vx —i— Wx

A       1>

where the vertical maps are surjective. Then there are maps between derived

bundles f : E¿ —y F¡ such that

Vx   —^   Wx

*'-'!        I**-
Ei-i > F,--,

I I
Ei   —£-*   Ft

commutes for i > I. ( The vertical maps are the natural ones. Define Eq — E,

Fo = F, f0 = f, 4>o - 4> and y/Q = W ■) There are also maps between torsion
sheaves :

gt: tori(4>) —♦ tor<(jO.

( 1 ) If f is surjective, so are the fi . In this case, for all i > 1,

i

rkE - rkF > £(drk;(» - drkj(y/)).

j=i

(2) If f is an isomorphism and I  is surjective, then the f and g¡ are
isomorphisms.

Proof. The proof is a straightforward diagram-chase using (2.2) and the func-

toriality of principal parts bundles and Taylor series maps (Appendix A).    D

Corollary 3.1.1. With the notation of Proposition 3.1, if drki 4> = rkE and f is
surjective, then driq y/ — rkF.

Proof. This follows immediately from (1). The hypotheses imply that Ex = 0

and /. is surjective. Thus, Fx = 0 and the result follows.    D

Proposition 3.2. Let Y be a nonsingular projective curve over k, E a bundle

on Y, and <py'-Vy —► E any surjection with V a k-vector space, as usual. Let

f:X —» y be a finite, separable morphism with X a nonsingular projective curve

over k. Pulling <py back via f gives 4>X' Vx —> f*E, and we may consider its

derived bundles (f*E)¡.

(1) f*(Ei) 2 (f*E)¡       (as quotients of Vx) ;
(2) length(tor,(0x)) = length(/* tor,(0y)) + drk,(0r) length(ßjr/y).

Proof. Since E¡ — (E¡-1 ) i , it suffices to show ( 1 ) for the case / = 1 . We can

show (1) using local coordinates, but it is easier to use the duality theorem,
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(7.1). On y, there is the exact sequence, (1.4),

( * ) 0 —» SE —» VY -+ E -> 0.

Consider diagram (2.2) for the dual of this sequence:

( ** )

0

Ü

E* V>

V) I"
QY/k

-y Pl(SE)
>e ' * y-'Ei

Corollary 7.1.3 of the duality theorem says that

leer d^ = (Exy.

Pulling back ( * ) to X gives the exact sequence

(t) 0 — f*SE — Vx^ f*E

Consider (2.2) for the dual of this sequence:

St

(t)

0

0

f*E*

O;

VI Wx

V
p\f*si

rst

rsi -> 0¿x/k » f*SE —

Corollary 7.1.3 says that
kercV, = ((/*£)>)*•

Thus, we need to show that (/* kerd^,,,)* = (kerö^)* as quotients of Vx .

There is a natural map, f*Pl(SE) -> Pl(f*SE), (A.2.4). By Proposition

A.3.4 and (A.6.3.5), it induces a map from the pullback of ( ** ) via / to (i.).
In particular, there is a commutative diagram:

f'd¥Y
f*ktrd <I'Y

kerd Vx

f*E*

f*E*

f*nY/k®psE

Q.X/k f*Si

Since / is separable, the cotangent map df:f*ClY/k -* &x/k is injective, ([H,

p. 300]). Further, / is flat, ([H, p. 299]), hence f* kerô^ = ker/*ô^ . There-
fore, it follows from the snake lemma that the leftmost vertical map is an iso-

morphism compatible with the natural maps to V% . Taking duals gives (1).

To prove (2), we proceed as in the proof of (1) but without taking duals.

Again, it suffices to prove the result for i - I . We have diagram (2.2) and its

counterpart on X :

0

(©)

f*sE

I*
QX/k <f*E

Vx

Pl(f*E)

<t>x
PE

f'E

0
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As before, (A.3.4) and (A.6.3.5) give a map of commutative diagrams (2.2)

(© ). In particular, there is a commutative diagram:

f*SE

pst

■l'y

°*x

f*aYlk®f*E

&x/k ®f*E

From this, we get the commutative diagram with exact rows

0 -► fxmdfr -► f*ClY/k®f*E -> /*cokc^r

I
imd¿ aX/k®f*E

4-

cokd,'4>x 0

where the left vertical map is surjective.  Since df is injective with cokernel

Q xi y , the snake lemma shows there is an exact sequence
1

cokcL Q
X/Y » f*E r- 0o-+rcokd4

Finally, we consider the torsion sheaves in the commutative diagram with exact
rnw«

/*tor,0y -► f*cokd¿y -     -»  f*QY/,® f*(Ex) -     ■— 0

rows

0 —» /'^®/*(£i)

o tor, 0x cok 9,</>v Qjf/fc (/*£)i 0

(2) follows by applying the snake lemma to this diagram and taking degrees.    D

Example 3.2.1. If E = G'(Sf) for a line bundle Sf as in (B.2), then Proposi-
tion 3.2 and Theorem 8.1.1 recover Proposition B.3.6 which shows how the in-

flectional behavior for curves in projective space changes under covering maps.

3.3. Birationality of associated maps. Let /: X —> F(V) be a map of a smooth

projective curve, birational to its image. Recall the t-th associated map,

fi:X->GtV(V)

x h-> Osc^.(/)

sending a point to its osculating space of order t, (for definitions, cf. B.4).

Proposition 3.3.1. Suppose that the image of f is not contained in a hyperplane.

Let t < m, and assume that the characteristic of k is zero or greater than t and

the degree of the t-th osculating bundle for f, (B.2). Then the t-th associated

map, fi, is birational to its image.

Proof. Let / be determined by the surjection

4>: Vx — Sf.

The t-th associated map corresponds to the surjection

(*) M': Vx - G'(Sf)
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(cf. B.4.2.4). The idea of the proof is that the t-th derived bundle of p' turns
out to be Sf . Thus, we can recover / from f.

At least /; is not constant, for otherwise f(X) would lie in a linear space

of dimension t < m , which contradicts the definition of m . Factor f as

X _*+ y -A» Gt

where Y is the normalization of f(X). Since f is not constant, g is finite,

and degg < degG'(Sf). Hence, with our assumption on the characteristic,

g is also separable; we want to show that it is an isomorphism. The map h

corresponds to a surjection

VY —y E

which pulls back to ( * ) on X . In Proposition 6.3.1, we will show that the t-th

derived bundle of Gt(S') is Sf . Hence, by Proposition 3.2

Sf = (G'(Sf))t Ú g*(Et)

as quotients of Vx . Therefore, the natural map VY —> Et determines a map h

of y into projective space factoring / :

X _1> yi,p(F).

Since / is birational to its image, deg g = 1. In other words, X — Y, as

desired.    D

4. Characterization of derived bundles via osculating bundles

This section presents a main result of the paper, Theorem 4.2. It states that

the sequence of derived bundles

VxMe^e^ejU...

lifts through the natural maps from Piene's osculating bundles

Vx -±» E — G'(^) — G2(E2) — ....

This property is used to: characterize derived bundles in Theorem 4.6; give a

geometric interpretation of the sequence of differential ranks in §5, (Theorem

5.1); and recover a result of Griffiths and Harris describing curves with differ-

ential rank one in §6, (Corollary 6.2.2). We also use Theorem 4.2 to see that

the sequence of differential ranks decreases, (Corollary 4.3).

Osculating bundles.   The following definition is due to Piene, [Pil]:

Definition 4.1.   The image of the Taylor series map, v^: Vx —> P'(E), is called

the osculating bundle of order t for tf>. We denote it by G'(</>) or just G'(E)
when <p is clear from context. (It is a bundle since it is a torsion free sheaf on

a smooth curve.) It comes with a natural surjection

p<: Vx — G'(E).

The natural surjections P'(E) —i P'~l(E) induce surjections G'(E) —> G'-1^).

(For the definition of the Taylor series map, cf. (A.6); for generalities about

osculating bundles, cf. (A.8).)
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Locally, we think of <p:Vx -» E as being the one-parameter family of sub-

spaces of V* spanned by the rows of <f>, and we think of p': Vx —► G'(E) as

being the 1-parameter family of subspaces of V* spanned (at a generic point

of X ) by the rows of cp and their derivatives up to order t, (A.6.4).

The immediate connection between osculating bundles and derived bundles

is clear from (2.3) which states that

cokd = cok(i/') = cok(Gl(E) <-+ P\E))

and hence

Ei = (cok(Gl(E) «-» PX(E)) <8>Qx}k) /torsion.

Characterization of derived bundles.   The next theorem will show that the map

E —y E¡ factors through the natural surjection G'(E¡) —> E¡. Roughly, if we

think of Kpf.Vx —► E, and 4>: Vx —<• E as parametrized families of subspaces

of V* spanned by the rows of <p¡ and <p, respectively, the next theorem says

that each subspace in the family Vx —> E contains a subspace spanned by the

rows of (pi and their derivatives up to order i. Theorem 4.6 shows that this

property characterizes derived bundles.

Theorem 4.2. Assume the characteristic of k is 0 or greater than i + 1. Then

there are surjections G'(Ej) —► Gl+1(Ej+x) compatible with the natural maps

from Vx and compatible with the natural surjections to lower order osculating

bundles, i.e., so that the following diagram commutes

G'(Ej)    -y Gi+l(Ej+x)

, ,

i
.í-iG-l(Ej) -y    G'(EJ+X)

In particular, there are maps

Vx _> E -+ G\EX) -> G2^) -, ■ • •

compatible with the natural surjections from Vx and to the Efs.  These maps

are functorial in E, (3.1).

Proof. For ease of notation, we will construct the maps for E and E\ , but

the same argument works for E}  and Ej+X .  Let n:E -* Ex  be the natural

surjection.

Consider the commutative diagrams, (2.2),

à
0 -►        SE        -►     Vx     —^-^ E -y 0

( * ) Ja \v<\

0 -► nX/k ®E -y Pl(E) -y E -> 0

and

0 -►       SEi        -i     Vx     ^^ Ei -► 0

(«) [** H       ||
0 -y QX/k®Ei  -► P\Ei) -► Ex  -y 0
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By (A.6.3.4.2), the natural map n:E —► Ex induces a map of commutative dia-

grams (*) —y (**) which we think of as a 3-dimensional commutative diagram.

As part of this diagram, we have the maps

( * * * ) Se —y Q-x/k ® E    ®n > £lX/k ® Ei.

The composite is zero since, by definition of n, the natural surjection

QX/k ® E —► cok(d)/torsion = SlX/k ® Ex

is 1 <g> n .

Now consider the maps:

0 -► SE -► Vx —^-»      E      -y 0

(t)

Pl(Ex)

Chasing the diagram (*) -» (**) and using the fact that the composite (* * *) is

zero gives that the induced map Se —y P1 (Ex) is zero. Thus there is an induced

vertical map in (f), E -» Pl(Ex). This map factors through the image of u^

to give the surjection
f       r<l/nE —» G (£0.

Applying the functor G'( • ) and using the isomorphism of (A.8.3) yields the

surjections

G\E)-+G\G\EX))^G2(EX).

Applying G'( • ) and (A.8.3) repeatedly gives the desired maps

G'(E)^G'+l(Ex).

The compatibility requirements follow from those in (A.8.2) and (A.8.3). Func-

toriality in E comes from the functoriality of the maps in ( * ) and ( ** )—which

was already used to construct the map (*) —> (**)—and of the maps in (A.8.3).

The restriction on the characteristic comes from (A.8.3).    D

Of course, rk(£■,-) > rk(£',+1) since E¡ -» Ei+X , but the differences in these

ranks also decrease:

Corollary 4.3. The differential ranks decrease, i.e., drk, cp > drk,+i 4>. (Note that

there is no condition on the characteristic of k.)

Proof. Proposition 4.2 shows that £",_i -» G^Ej). Thus,

rkE,_x >rkG[(Ei)

= rkP\Ei)-rkEi+x        (2.3)

= 2 rk E¡ - rk El+x

=*• drk, <f> - rk E,•_ i - rk É¡ > rk E¡ - rk Ei+ x — drk,+1 (p.       D

The following proposition is a useful technical tool:
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Proposition 4.4. Consider Gl(E)x, the first derived bundle of p': Vx —> Gl(E).

(1)  The surjection G'(E) —y G'~l(E) factors through the natural map G'(E)

—y G'(E)X to give surjections

Gi(E)^Gi(E)x -^G¡-\E).

These maps are compatible with the natural surjections to lower order

osculating bundles; i.e., the following diagram commutes:

G'(E)    -►   Gi(E)x    -> G'~l(E)

I
G'-yE) -► G'-\E)X -y G'~2(E)

(2) Gl(E)^Gl(G](E)x);

(3) Gl(Ex)x^Ex.

All these maps are compatible with the surjections from Vx . (1) and (2) are

functorial in E and hold with Ej, j>0, in place of E. (3) is functorial in E\

and holds with Ef, j > 1, in place of Ex.

Proof. Consider the commutative diagrams, (2.2),

0 -►        ker/i'        -►        Vx        —^ G'(E) -> 0

o |»„ | i

0 -► QX/k®Gi(E) -y Pl(G\E)) -► G'(E) -► 0

and

0 -y        ker//'"1        -► Vx -0—+ Gi-1(£) -► 0

( ** ) ô„,-i

0 -► Qx,k®Gi-l(E) -► Pl(&-l(E)) -► G/-1(£) —> o

The natural surjection n; G'(E) -* G,_1(£') induces a map of commutative di-

agrams (*) —y (**), (A.6.3.4.2). In particular, there are commutative diagrams

ker/z' -y        ker/z'-1

(t) ô,<] j9,-'

QX/k®Gi(E) -l^U ax/k»G'-\E)

and
Pl(G'(E))    -►    G'(£)

i i<*> 1 1»
p'iG''-1^)) —► g^He).
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However, considering the natural maps from Vx shows that n factors through

P^G'-1^)) in (f.). Chasing the diagram (*) *** (**) then shows that (1 ® n) o

dß, = 0 in (f). Therefore, there is an induced map cok(dßi) -» Q.X/k®G'~1(E).

Modding out by torsion and tensoring by Çlx)k gives

G'(E)^Gi(E)x-^Gl-\E)

compatible with the natural maps from Vx . In the diagram

&(E)    ->    G'(E)X    -► G'-1(£)

&~l(E) -► G'~l(E)x  -► G'-2(E)

the outer square clearly commutes. The middle vertical map comes from (3.1);

thus, the left square commutes. Since the horizontal arrows are surjections, this

means the whole diagram commutes. This proves (1). Since ( * ) and ( ** ) are

functorial in E, (A.6.3.4.2), so are the maps we have constructed.

To prove (2), apply G'( • ) to (1) with / = 1 to get Gl(Gl(E)x) - Gl(E).

However, by Proposition 4.2 we get a map in the opposite direction: G'(.E') -»

G1 (G1 (E)x). Comparing ranks shows that the two maps must be isomorphisms.

(A surjective map of bundles of the same rank must be an isomorphism.) Func-

toriality in E follows from the corresponding property in (1) or in (4.2).

Proposition 4.2 says that E -*> Gl(Ex). Applying Proposition 3.1 gives E\ -»

G^isi)] . To prove (3), use (1) with i = 1 and with Ex in place of E to

get Gl(Ex)x -» Ex. The result follows by comparing ranks as in the previous

paragraph. Functoriality also follows as above.

Finally, replacing E or Ex by E¡ as in the statement of the proposition

does not change the argument we have just given.    D

Corollary 4.5. Assume the characteristic of k is zero or greater than i. Then

drk! //'-' > drki//'.

Proof. First note that by Proposition A.8.3, G'(E) S G1 (G'"1 (E)) as quotients
of Vx . Therefore, by (3.1),

(*) drki//' = drkiG1(G/_1Ci?)).

Now, replace E by G'"'(£) in (1) of Proposition 4.4 to get G^G'-1^)), -»

G'-'(£•). It follows that,

rkG'-1(£)<rkG1(G'-1(£))1

= rkG1(Gl'"1(£))-drk,G1(G,'~1(£))

= rkP1(G'-1(£))-rkG'-1(£)1 - drkxGl(G'-l(E))       (2.3)

= rkP1(G'-1(£))-rkG'-1(£)i - drk, pl       (*)

= 2rkG/~,(£)-rkG''"1(£)i -drk^'

=>drki//''-' =rkG'~1(£')-rkG'-1(£')i > drk, p'.       D
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Theorem 4.6 (Uniqueness of Derived Bundles). Assume the characteristic of k

is 0 or greater than i. Let F be a bundle on X with rk F — rk Ei, and let

Vx —y F be any surjection. Suppose there is a commutative diagram :

Vx -    Vx

4- 4-

E   _, G'(F)

Then F = E¡ as quotients of E.
Moreover, suppose there is a string of surjections

.
Vx —► F   —+-y F'

with each F> a bundle on X with rk F' = rk E¡, and suppose there are com-

mutative diagrams

Vx -     Vx

1 |it'
E   -y GJ(FJ)

for j = I, ... , i; then the induced isomorphisms ff.FJ = Ej are compatible

with the natural surjections

FJ~l -4=U Ej_x

I I
FJ    -â-    Ej

Proof. Proposition A.8.3 gives isomorphisms G>(F) ^ Gl(GJ~l(F)) for j =

1, ... , /, (using the assumption on the characteristic of k ). Combining this

with Proposition 4.4, (1), yields

(*) GJ(F)X =G,(G/-'(F))1 -»G'-'iF).

Apply this result along with Proposition 3.1, (2), repeatedly:

E -yy G'(F)

=> E, -yy G''(H = (G'(F)x)l_x       (def. of derived bundles)

^G'-'(n-i = (G'- \F) 0,-2       (*)

;

-» F.

This constructs a map E¡ ^> F which must be an isomorphism since it is a

surjection of bundles of the same rank.

The compatibility statement follows since the maps of (3.1), (4.4, (1)), and

(A.8.3) respect the surjections GJ(F) -» Gj~[(F).    D
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5. Geometric interpretation of the sequence of differential ranks

The surjections

Vx JU E ^ G\EX) -,G2(E2) ^ ■■■

of Theorem 4.2 suggest a way of taking local coordinates for cp. Over the

complex numbers, using different methods, Griffiths and Harris, [GH2], also

present these local coordinates, which they call the "normal form" for a curve

in a Grassmannian. We will see how this normal form is determined by the

sequence of differential ranks of tf> and show what is "normal" about it.

Diagram (2.2) was used to give an alternate construction of d . Recall dia-

gram (2.5), expressing (2.2) in local coordinates on an open affine U = Spec A

of X. The map 4>: Vx —> E becomes a matrix with rows v¡ for i = \, ... , r.

Theorem 5.1 (Normal Form for a Curve in a Grassmannian). Suppose there are

I elements ux, ... ,ue of A®" such that

(«i,... ,v,) = (ui, u?t,... , î/,"', ... ,ue, u'e, ... , u{e'l)).

In other words, the rows of <f> consist of the derivatives of the ufs. Then

(1) drkx<f><£;
(2) If drkj <f> = I, then all the higher differential ranks are determined by

ix, ... , ie:

drkm(f> = ${j | i}■> m- 1}

and shrinking U so that it does not contain points in the support of

the torsion sheaves—i.e., excluding a finite number of points—the map

<t>j'- Vx -* Ej restricted to U can be expressed in local coordinates as a

matrix with rows

(ux,u'x,...,u^-j),...,ue,u'e,...,u{;'-j))

where uy~j' is omitted if ip < j. (These local forms for the cpfs are

compatible with the surjections E¡ -» Ei+X in the natural way.)

(3) Suppose that E, — 0 for some t, (cf. Remark 6.1.2). Near any point

not in the support of a torsion sheaf, it is possible to take coordinates as

above so that drki <p = Í , i.e., so that the conclusion of (2) holds.

Proof. With the «, 's as above, uy • w¡■ = 0 for t = 0, ... , i,■. So the only

rows of d that are possibly nonzero are

(*) (u^J+l)-wx,...,uf+l)-wn-r),        j = \,...,l.

Hence, rk(t),' • tu,-) < I. This shows (1).
If drki cp — £ , then the rows displayed in ( * ) must be ^-linearly indepen-

dent. The map E —» Ex is defined by tensoring the composite

&x/k ® E —► cok9 —> (cokd) /torsion = Q-x/k ® Ex

by Çlx}k ■ Thus, by shrinking U if necessary to exclude the torsion of cok d ,

the map E —» Ex becomes a projection

A®r _    A®r-l
A       —» A
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onto factors of A®r corresponding to the rows of zeros in d . Hence, there is

a commutative diagram

(/>=[«,.«('1,,...,»f,...>»^)]tra"SpOSe

!=[«!,. ..V/1     ",...,«, ,...,«'''     ''¡transpose

E

I
4-

— Ei

We use the convention that uy       is omitted of i¡ = 0. Let s be the number

of u¡ 's remaining.

The preceding diagram shows the second part of (2) for j = 1. The first part

of (2) is true by supposition for m — 1 . For it to be true for m = 2, we need

to show that drk2 <j> = s . We first show that the u, 's and their derivatives up

to certain orders are linearly independent. By (2.3),

rkP1 (E) - rkEx = rk(span{t>i, ... ,vr,v[, ... ,i)l})

= rk(span{M,, ... , w(,,|+1),...','ut,... , uf+{)}).

But

rkP'(£) - rkEx = 2rkE - (rkE - drki <t>) = r + l.

By counting, this implies that ux, ... , u\'1+   , ... , ut, ... , u^t+l' are indepen-

dent.

To ease notation, assume ix, ... , is>l . Use (2.3) again to get

4rkP\Ex)-rkE2 = rk(span{ui, • •• , "i"', ... ,us, ... , u{Js)})

= r-l+s.

But rkP'CEi) = 2rk£i . Therefore,

drk2 4> — rk Ex - rk E2 = r - i + s - rk Ex

= r-t+s-(r-l) = s

as required.

Replacing E = E0 by Ex and Ex by E2 in the argument just given shows

the first part of (2) for m = 3 and the second part for j = 2, and so on. Thus,

(2) follows by induction.
We will prove (3) by induction on t where t is the smallest integer such that

Et+l = 0. The case t = 0 is true trivially. Assume the result true for t = k-l,

and suppose Ek+X is the last nonzero derived bundle. Let s — drk2 4> = drki <px

and r. = rk^i , and apply the induction hypothesis to (f>x: Vx -* Ex. Thus, we

can choose local coordinates so that <f>x has the form

h = Mx = [UX , . . . , Uf> ,...,US,..., W^>f anspose_

We will use the surjections Vx —> E —y GX(EX) of Theorem 4.2 to choose local

coordinates for <p. First, we describe p.1: Vx —y Gl(Ex) in local coordinates.

By shrinking U, we can write ul: Vx —> P'O^i) as a block matrix

( ** ) A®"

Mx
M[

i®2r,
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where M[ is the matrix whose entries are the derivatives of those of Mx ,

(A.6.4.4). The bundle G'(.E'i) is defined to be the image of this map. By
shrinking U more if necessary—to avoid the support of the torsion sheaf—we

may assume G1^) is a subbundle of P (Ex), i.e., the quotient is a bundle.

Therefore, we can take coordinates so that the rows of pl consist of those rows

of ( ** ) that are not clearly linearly dependent, namely,

r,,, iv('i + 1) ,, ,.0's+l ^transpose
[Ml ,   . . .   ,   Uy ,   . . .   ,   Us ,   . . .   ,   Us J

Counting shows these rows must be linearly independent; the number of rows

listed equals the rank of G'(.ß'i) :

rkP1 (Ex) - rkG[(Ex) = rkE2 = rx -s

=> rx +s = rkG (£i).

By Theorem 4.2, the surjection from E to Ex factors to give n: E —* G1 (Ex ).

Shrinking U, trivialize E so that n is just projection onto the first factors;

then, locally, there is a commutative diagram

Vx -*-+      E

* = [/,,

G\EX)

Therefore, cp has the form

r,. ,.(ii + ') ,i ,/('->+')    ,/ ,/        -.transpose
[UX,...,Ui , ... , Us, ... , Us , Us+X , ... , Ur-r¡]

for some tij, j = s+l,...,r-rx. Since r - rx = drkj <f>, <f> has the desired

form.    D

Remark 5.2. The key step of the induction argument establishing (3) of the

theorem was to use the map E —» G'(.E'i) of Theorem 4.2 to choose local

coordinates for E, having already chosen them for Ex . Therefore, we regard

the maps of Theorem 4.2

VxJLe^ Gl(Ex) -, G2(E2) -+ ...

as the global expression of the normal form for a curve in a Grassmannian.

Example 5.3. In light of (2) of the theorem, we might say that taking derived

bundles, "chops off' highest order derivatives. Suppose that the map </> has

differential rank four, given in local coordinates (away from the torsion sheaf)

by
0 = [M, , «', , U'l , U'l' , «2 , U'2 , U'{ , M3 , »3 , «4 , M;]tranSP0Se.

Then <px comes from decreasing the orders of the derivatives each by one.:

(¡>x = [ux,u'x,u'{,u2,u'2,u3,u4]tr^ose

and the second differential rank is also four. Repeat to get

J2 = [«,, u\, M2]transP°se.
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The third differential rank is two. Finally,

h = ["il-

The fourth differential rank is one, and all higher differential ranks are zero. If

the local description of the original <f> also included a constant vector, w5, then

u5 would appear in each of the local descriptions of the <f>¡ 's; the differential

ranks would not change, (6.1.2).

Example 5.4.   Let /:C —> G(C4, 3) be determined by the map

1    z    z2    z3

0    1    z2     z

i4      L
0   0     1     z

^C

In other words, our map cp: Vc —y E is a map of trivial bundles and has the

above form in the fiber at z £ C. Since the kernel of 4> has rank one, the

differential rank of / must be one. In fact, for z away from the torsion (the

third torsion sheaf is supported at two points), the rows of 4>z span the same

space as the following vector and its first two derivatives

(3z, -l+6z2, l-3z2 + 6z4, z3 + 3z5).

6. Curves with differential rank one

One of the original motivations for this paper was to use Piene's osculating

bundles to show that curves of differential rank one are cones over associated

maps. This fact was originally observed by Griffiths and Harris, [GH2], using

analytic methods. The result appears as a corollary to Theorem 6.2.1.

We then calculate the derived bundles of the osculating bundles for a curve in

projective space. This calculation allows us to show that the associated maps are

birational, (3.3), and to recover Piene's duality theorem for curves in projective

space from our duality theorem for curves in Grassmannians, (§7).

The section begins by showing how to form cones over curves in Grassman-

nians. Forming a cone does not affect the differential ranks or torsion sheaves of

the original curve. The map, /, is cone over a curve in a smaller Grassmannian

if its derived bundles are not eventually zero.

6.1. Cones. Let /:X —> G(V, r) and <p:Vx —> E be as usual, and let W be a
vector space over k of dimension m . The cone over f with vertex W is the

map

Civ(f): X ^ G{V ® W, r + m)

It corresponds to the surjection

x >-> f(x) e w.

C(W, <f>): Vx 0 Wx -^* E@WX

Forming a cone does not change differential ranks or torsion sheaves.
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Proposition 6.1.1. The i-th derived bundle of the cone, C(W, 4>), is the direct

sum of Wx and the i-th derived bundle of the original map, <j>,

(E © Wx), 3 Et © Wx.

These isomorphisms are compatible with the natural surjections between derived

bundles. In particular, drk,-C(W, cp) = drk, 0 and tor,-C(W, <f>) = tor, </> for
all i.

Proof. Since the Taylor series map and the natural surjections between principal

parts bundles respect direct sums (A. 1.3, A.6.3.1), diagram (2.2) becomes

0 —» SE © 0

0 — (Q.xlk®E)®(Çlxlk® Wx) —♦ P\E)®P\WX)    ->    E®Wx^0

Hence, cok d = cok ¿^ © cok <9,¿ == cok 90© (Clx/k® Wx). Therefore, the torsion

of cok d is the same as the torsion of cok cfy, and the first derived bundle of

C(W,(p) is

(cokd/torsion) <g> £2^ = Ex ® Wx

as claimed. Replacing E by Ex , Ex by E2, etc., shows that the i-th derived

bundle of C(W, </>) is as claimed. The statement about differential ranks then

follows directly from the definitions

drk, C(W, tp) = rk(E © Wx)i-\ - rk(E © Wx)t = rk£/_i - rkE¡ = drk,- <p.

The compatibility statement follows from the corresponding one for diagram

(2.2) by (A.6.3.4.2).    D

Remark 6.1.2 (Removing Trivial Factors). Consider the sequence of derived

bundles

Vx M E -».fir-*£2 — ,..-.

Since these maps are surjections and E has finite rank, eventually Et = Et+j

for j > 0. In this case, drk!+x cp - rkEt - rk£i+i =0. In other words,

drki <p, — 0. The next proposition will show that, with an assumption on the

characteristic of k , E, must be trivial, and is, in fact, the largest trivial factor

of E. The preceding proposition shows that 0 is a cone over a curve in a

smaller Grassmannian.

Proposition 6.1.3. If drki <j> = 0 and the characteristic of k is zero or greater

than deg E, then f:X —» G is a constant map and E is trivial. Conversely, but

with no restriction on the characteristic, if E is trivial, then drki (p = 0.

Proof. If drki <f> - 0, the tangent map Tx —► f*TG is zero. Composing / with

the Plücker embedding, G —y FN, gives a map X —y FN determined by

Ar(p:ArVx^detE = Sf

where r — rkE. The tangent map of this composite is still zero, so drki Afcp =

0. By Corollary 2.3, (4), the Taylor series map, ArVx —► Px(Sf), is not gener-

ically surjective. Let imArF denote the image of the natural map AT -»

T(X, Sf).   Assuming the characteristic of k is zero or greater than degE,

Vx® Wx

"4>^"id

Wy
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Theorem B.2.3 says that dim(imAT) < 2, i.e., dim(imAT) = 1 . Thus, Sf
is trivial, and / must be constant. Since E is generated by global sections

and its first Chern class, ci(fi) = cx(Sf), is zero, it follows that E must be

trivial ([F, 12.1.8]). (To see that the restriction on the characteristic is needed,
consider the Frobenius map.)

On the other hand, if E is trivial, then / is clearly constant and drki 0 = 0.

The latter assertion can be seen using local coordinates or by noting that, by

(3.1), we may assume Vx = E . Thus, SE = 0 and drki 0 = 0.    D

6.2. Curves with differential rank one. In Theorem 4.2 we showed that the

sequence of derived bundles lifts through natural maps from the osculating

bundles:

Vx^E^G[(Ex)-yyG2(E2)^y....

In some situations we can calculate the ranks of the osculating bundles to show

that these maps are isomorphisms.

Theorem 6.2.1. Let

Vx A E -» Et -» • • •

be the sequence of derived bundles of <j>. Assume

d   for i = I, ... , m+ I,
drk, 0

0   for i > m + 1

and assume the characteristic of k is zero or greater than degEm+x and m.

Then there are isomorphisms E¡ = Gm~'(Em) for all i, compatible with the

natural maps from Vx and with the natural surjections

Ei    ^—>    Gm-'(Em)

1 1
£,-_, -^-> Gm—l(E

nil

Proof. By (6.1.2), fiOT+i is trivial. By (6.1.1), we may assume Em+X = 0.

(Here, for the compatibility statement, we use that the Taylor series map and

the natural surjections of principal parts bundles respect direct sums, (A.6.3.1,

A.2.6).
Let i < m , and consider the exact sequence

vXi-?±¥\El)-+Qoku(l-+0.

By Corollary 2.3, (1),

rkfi<+i = rkcoki/|. = rkP'ifi,-) - rkG'(£,)

= 2 rk^-rkG1 (£,-).

But, by hypothesis, rkEi+x = rkE¡ - d . Therefore,

rkG'(£,) = rk£,+ii = rk£;_,.

By Theorem 4.2,

(*) £,_, - o!(ft).
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This map must be an isomorphism since it is a surjection between bundles of

the same rank.

The theorem follows by descending induction. For i — m , (*) says Em-X =

Gx(Em) as required. Assume that E, = Gm~'(Em) with the desired compati-

bilities. By the isomorphisms of ( * ) and (A.8.3) we get

£,_, S G\Et) s G\Gm-i(Em)) £ Gm~l+\Em).

The compatibility requirements follow from those of (4.2) and (A.8.3). The

restriction on the characteristic is used to show that Em+X is trivial and to

invoke (A.8.3).    D

The following corollary recovers a result of Griffiths and Harris, [GH2,

p. 386]. If g:X —> ¥(V) is a map of a curve into projective space, recall

that the i-the associated map

g,:X-*G,nV)
x i-» Osclx(g)

sends a point to its osculating space of order t, (B.4). If g corresponds to a

surjection Vx —> S? for some line bundle on X, Piene has shown that the i-th

associated map corresponds to a surjection

Vx -» G'(Sf)

(cf. B.4.2.4).

Corollary 6.2.2. Assume that the characteristic of k is zero or sufficiently large

(as specified in the proof, below). If drki E = 1, then E = Gm(Sf) © Wx where
Sf is a line bundle quotient of E and W a quotient of V. In other words,

f:X —» G is a cone over an associated map.

Proof. By Corollary 4.3, drk,_i 0 > drk, 0. Therefore,

Í 1    for i = 1, ... , m + 1,
drk, (p= i

{ 0   for i > m + 1

for some m . Assume the characteristic of k is zero or greater than deg£m+i

and m . As at the beginning of the proof of the Theorem 6.2.1, we use (6.1.2) to

conclude Em+X is trivial and use (6.1.1) to reduce to the case where Em+X = 0.

The result follows from Theorem 6.2.1 with d — 1 and Sf = Em .    D

Remark 6.2.3. The get a geometric interpretation of Theorem 6.2.1, think of

(fim'Vx —y Em as being the 1-parameter family of subspaces of the dual space

V* locally spanned by the rows of 0m ; then for i < m, Theorem 6.2.1 says

that 0, corresponds (generically) to the 1-parameter family of subspaces of V*

spanned by the rows of 0m and their derivatives up to order m - i. If Em is

a line bundle, we are taking the derivatives of just one vector, which we think

of as tracing out a curve in projective space. The space spanned by the vector

and its derivatives is an osculating space for the curve.

6.3. Derived bundles of associated maps. The next proposition is, roughly, the

converse to Corollary 6.2.2. It calculates the derived bundles of the osculating

bundles of a curve in projective space.
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Proposition 6.3.1. Let Sf be a line bundle, and let V —> Y(X, Sf) be a map
of vector spaces with image an (m + l)-dimensional subspace of generating sec-

tions. Assume that the characteristic of k is zero or that X is projective and the

characteristic of k is greater than degSf and m. Then the i-th derived bundle
of pm: Vx -y Gm(Sf) is Gm-'(Sf)

Gm(Sf)i = Gm-'(Sf)

and drk,pm = 1 for i = 1, ... , m + 1. (Define G~\Sf) = 0.)

Proof. By the uniqueness theorem, (4.6), it suffices to show that for each /,

(*.) Gm(Sf)-^Gi(Gm-i(Sf))

and that

( ** ) rkG'"-'(^) = rkGm(^),-.

Proposition A.8.3 says that Gl{Gi'\Sf)) = G>(Sf) if the characteristic of k
is zero or greater than j . It follows immediately by induction that in our case,

G^G^^Sf)) s Gm(Sf).

This shows ( * ).

The proposition now follows by induction. By Theorem B.2.3, rkG'(J?) =

/ + 1 for i = 0, ... , m+l, (cf. B.2.3.3). Assume that we have shown ( ** ) for

i < k - 1 so that Gm(Sf), = Gm-\Sf) for i <k-l; this is at least true for
k = 1 . By (2.3),

rkGw(^), = rkP1(Gm(^),_i)-rkimI/1(^_1)

= rkP'(Gm(^),_i) - rkG'iG"^)*..,)

= rkP1(Gm-fc+1(^))-rkG1(Gm-*+1(^))

= rkP'(Gm-fc+1(^)) - rkGm"fc+2(^)       (A.8.3)

= 2(ra -k + 2)-(m-k + 3)

= m-k+l = rkGm~k (Sf).

Hence ( ** ) holds for i = k as well, and Gm(Sf)k = Gm~k(Sf).      D

7. Duality

This section presents a main result of the paper: the duality theorem for

curves in Grassmannians. It answers two natural questions. First, from the

exact sequence of (1.4)

0^SE^Vx^E-+0

we get the surjection

4>x- vx — s*E.

What are its derived bundles and osculating bundles? Second, what are the

kernels of the natural maps to the derived bundles and osculating bundles of 0

4>i:Vx-+Ei,        p':Vx^G\E).
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If E is the osculating bundle for a curve in projective space, the answer to the

second question is exactly Piene's duality theorem for curves in projective space,

[Pil]. To prove our duality theorem, we adapt Piene's proof, which simplifies

in the more general context.

After proving the duality theorem, we recover Piene's theorem, explaining its

connection to the classical duality theorems of the nineteenth century. We then

consider the special case of a plane projective curve in order to highlight the

fact that these duality theorems are fundamentally an expression of the product

rule of ordinary calculus, (cf. [K2]).

Theorem 7.1. Take the dual of the exact sequence 0 —> Se —-y Vx —» E —> 0

to get

0^: Vx — SE

with its first derived bundle, (SE)X, and first osculating bundle, Gl(SE). Then

ker(p1i.Vx^Gl(E)) = ((SE)xy

and

ker(cf>x:Vx^Ex) = Gl(SEr.

Hence, there is a commutative diagram with exact rows :

0 -► ((SE)xy -y Vx -£+-* Gl(E) -y 0

I II I
0 -y      SE      -► Vx —^—»      E     -► 0

I II I
0 -► G'(^)*  -y  Vx -^—*     Ex      -y 0

Proof. It suffices to establish the bottom rectangle of the diagram: the top then

follows by replacing E by SE and taking duals. Let K denote the dual of

the kernel of Vx —► G](SE). The natural surjection Gl(SE) —> SE induces a

commutative diagram

0 -►      SE      -y Vx —?—» E -y 0

<» I II       "I
0 -► Gl(SE)*  -►  Vx  -^-^ K -y 0

where y/ and a are the natural maps. We will first show that a factors through

the surjection E —> Ex (as quotients of Vx). The key step—once we set up the

appropriate diagrams and take local coordinates—is just the the product rule

of ordinary calculus. The result then follows by showing that Ex and K have

the same rank and, hence, are isomorphic.
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Consider the commutative diagram, (2.2),
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(*)

0

0 £2x/k «

and the analogous one for y/

0 - G\sEr

( ** )

0 -► Qx/k <8> K

Iv>
Pl(E)

Vy K

[< II
P\K) K 0

The map a induces a map of commutative diagrams (*) —» (**) by (A.6.3.4.2).

In particular, we have

SE G\sEy

Q.X/k <g> E -?-> Qx/k <g> K

By definition, Ex = (cok d^ ® Qx I ) /torsion . Thus, to show that a factors

through Ex , it suffices to show that (l®a)od,j, = 0 . Chasing around (*) —» (**),

it suffices to show that the following composite is zero:

Se — Vx^Lp\K).

We will check this using local coordinates. Consider the following commutative

diagram (notation to be explained):

( * * * )

SE

I
Pl(SE)

[wt ,...,«>„_,]

-y

[W] ,... ,W„-r ,W'X , ...,w'n_r]

■    Vy

V]

II     1
Vy V K

The composite

SE^P\SEY

is the same as the composite

Se

("ix)*

U\

lue

Gl{SEr^Vx
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of (f) since G1^) -» SE factors through Pl(S*E) -» SE .

Here is the meaning of the «, 's, t>,- 's, and tu,- 's. Given a point x £ X , take

an open affine set U = Spec A about x , small enough so that E, Se , A^, and

Qjf/fc are trivial when restricted to U. Identifying Vx with A®" and E with

^4er on U, the map 0 becomes

Each ti, is a row vector: t>, = (an , ... , a¡„) where fly e ^ . The w, 's and

tu,'s are defined similarly (let I — rkK), but each tu, is a column vector.

A local trivialization of Se determines one for S*E. This, along with a local

trivialization of ilX/k determines one of P1^), (A.4.8), so that locally the

Taylor series map is given by the transpose of [wx , W„-r, W 1 ' K-A
as indicated in ( * * * ), (A.6.4.4). (For the definition of the derivative tu,', cf.

(A.4.1) and (A.6.4.2).)
With similar notation, our problem is to show that the following composite

is zero:

P\K).

-- w'j - Uj■ = 0.  By the

,W„-r] 1". ,"«,",
Vx

From (***), we know that each dot product tu,

product rule, it follows that tu,- • u'}■ = 0 as required.

We have shown that a factors through E

tative diagram

Ex . Hence, there is a commu-

0

0

ken

G\S£ K 0

It remains to be shown that rkK = rkEx . (Then Ex —> K is an isomorphism

since it's a surjective map of bundles of the same rank.) Calculate:

rkK = n-rkGx(S*E)

= n-rkPl(SE) + rk(SE)i

= n-2rkSE + rk(SE)*x

= n-rkSE-drkxSE

= rkE-drkxSl.

(2.3)

Thus,

Ex^y K

=> rk^i = rkE - drk, E > rkK = rkE - drki SE

=> drki SE > drkj E

with equality if and only if rk Ex — rk K. To see that we get an equality here,

dualize everything; consider the exact sequence

0 0.
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Repeating the whole argument with 0-1 in place of 0 gives that

drki E > drk, $E

and we are done.    D

The theorem can be used to calculate the kernels of the maps to the derived

bundles and osculating bundles. This corollary and the one following it suggest

alternative definitions of derived bundles.

Corollary 7.1.2. Let the characteristic of k be zero or greater than i. There are

exact sequences

0 -» G\SEY     *   i Vx -^» fi,- -» 0

and dually,

0 - ((Se),)* — P>-^ G'(fi) -> 0

Proof. Apply the duality theorem to each E¡ successively, and use Proposition

A.8.3 to say that G^G'-'(££)) s &(SE).

To define the derived bundles of 0, we looked at the cokernel of d : Se -*

E <8> Í2x/fe • The next corollary shows what happens if we consider the kernel

instead.

Corollary 7.1.3.  ker(d:SE -» E ® Qx/k) = ((S*E)X)* = ker(/z': Vx -♦ Gl(E)).

Proof. Corollary 2.3 gives ker9 = ker vl = ker/i1 , and then apply the theorem.

D

Combining Corollary 7.2.1 with Theorem 6.2.1 gives

Corollary 7.1.4. Assume that

drkl(p=id>   f^i-U...,m + l,
I 0,    for i > m + 1

and assume the characteristic of k is zero or greater than dcgEm+x and m.

Then, for i = I, ... , m, there is an isomorphism of exact sequences

0 -y      SE¡-►  Vx —^-+        Et        -» 0

'I II 'I
(u1    )* um~'

0 -y G¡(SE)* -*—» Vx r-is-* Gm_,'(£m) -► 0

7.2. Piene duality theorem (cf. B.5). Let V c Y(X, Sf) be an (n + 1)-
dimensional vector space of generating sections of a line bundle on X and

f:X —y V(V) the corresponding map to projective space. The map of vector

bundles corresponding to the i-th associated map of / is

p<: Vx — G'(Sf).

Corollary 7.2.1 (Piene Duality Theorem, [Pil]). Let X be a smooth projective

curve, and assume that the characteristic of k is zero or greater than n and the

degree of Sf. Let K = ker/i"-1 with its natural map Vx —-> K*. Then

keiV = G"-'-''(/:*)
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Proof. By Proposition 6.3.1, G'(Sf) is the (n - i - l)-th derived bundle of

G""1 (Sf). Therefore, the result follows from Corollary 7.1.2.    D

In sum, Piene's theorem is that there is a commutative diagram with exact

rows:

Vx —^—   Gn(Sf)    -y 0vx

II 1

(*)

K

I
Gl(K*y

-n-1

vx

(Sf)

1
,n-2/

II
■
I

I
0 y Gn~l(K*)*

Gn~\Sf) -

I

I
Sf 0

The maps on the right-hand side of this diagram correspond to the associated

maps

ft:X—>ÜtP{V)
x i—► Osc^.

sending a point to its osculating space of order /. The duals of the maps on the

right, coming from the kernels of the p' 's, correspond to the t-th dual maps

f':X^Gn-t-XnV*)
TTt

x^Hx

sending a point to the set of hyperplanes containing an osculating space of order

t. The map determined by the natural surjection Vx —> K*,

f* =/"-1:A'—»P(K')

sending a point to its osculating hyperplane, is called the dual of /. Diagram

( * ) shows that

and in particular, the double dual of / is /, itself

7.3. Duality theorems and the product rule. The key step in the proof of the

duality theorem is just the product rule of ordinary calculus. Its role is most

easily seen in the special case of a curve in the complex projective plane.

Think of the curve as being swept out by a vector, v(z), in affine three-space

where z is a local parameter for the curve. Let w(z) be a vector normal to the

subspace spanned by v(z) and v'(z). Then tu(z) sweeps out the dual curve.
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To find the dual of the dual curve, repeat this construction with tu in place of

v . To see that we get back the original curve, it suffices to check that v(z) is

normal to the subspace spanned by tu(z) and tu'(z). In other words, we must

show that

v(z) ■ w(z) = 0 and v(z) • tu'(z) = 0.

By definition of tu(z), we know that

v(z) • w(z) = 0 and t»'(z) • tu(z) = 0.

Therefore, the result follows from the product rule:

0 = (v(z) - w(z))' = v'(z) - w(z) + v(z) - w'(z) = v(z) - w'(z).

Let us now compare this rough sketch of a proof of the duality theorem for

plane curves with the duality theorem presented in this section. If the curve is

given by a surjection Vx —y Sf where Sf is a line bundle on the curve, let K be

the kernel of the corresponding map to the osculating bundle, p ' : Vx —> G1 (Sf).

The duality theorem says that there is a commutative diagram with exact rows

0 -►        K        -►  Vx —t-— Gl(Sf) -y 0

0 -► Gl(K*)*  -y  Vx  —^      Sf      -y 0

Locally, we think of 0 as the vector v(z). The map pl becomes a matrix with

rows v(z) and v'(z), (at least at a generic point). The vector tu(z) gives the

map Vx —y K*, defining the dual curve. The exactness of the bottom row of

the diagram is the statement that v is normal to the subspace spanned by tu
and w'.

8. Torsion sheaves

By Corollary 2.3, the torsion sheaves can be calculated using the Taylor series

map vl:Vx —y Pl(E) since cokd = cokz^1 . The torsion sheaf measures where

the Taylor series map drops rank. This paper focuses mainly on differential

ranks; the analysis of torsion sheaves is far from complete. What is lacking is

a convenient local parametrization for a curve in a Grassmannian such as that

which exists in the special case of a curve in projective space (B.l). However, it

is clear that torsion sheaves generalize the classical notion of stationary indices,

(Theorem 8.1.1), and thus describe what might be called the inflectionary be-

havior of a curve in a Grassmannian. There are other ways of measuring this

behavior, and we will briefly mention these. We end the section by seeing what

the duality theorem says about torsion sheaves.

8.1. Stationary indices. In the special case of a curve in projective space, the

lengths of the torsion sheaves are the classical stationary indices measuring how

a curve flexes in space.

Let V c T(X, Sf) where dim V = n + 1 and Sf is a line bundle on the
smooth projective curve X. Assume the characteristic of k is zero or greater

than degSf and n . By Theorem B.2.3, rkG'(^) = / + 1 for i = 0, ... , n.
In particular, G"(Sf) = Vx . We have defined the map

pn-x:Vx-+G"-\Sf)
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and seen in Proposition 6.3.1 that the string of derived bundles of pn~l is

Vx -► G"-l(Sf) -» Gn~2(Sf) ->....->Sf.

The inflection numbers, a,, defined and discussed in Appendix B.l, satisfy the

equation

length(cok(G'(^) -* P'(Sf))) = degP'(^) -J2aJ
j=i

for /= 1,...,/.

Theorem 8.1.1. The i-th torsion number for p"~l is

lengthitor,,«"-1) = a„_,-+i - a„_,

¿/¡e so-called (n - i)-th stationary index.

Proof. Let

Vx±>E^Ex^...

be the sequence of derived bundles for any map 0.  Letting SEi  denote the

kernel of the composite, 0,: Vx —y E¡, there is a commutative diagram

9,«"(-I

$$,_, -^       SE,

k
4-

with ;r o ¿fy._, = 0. This follows from the definition of derived bundles:

def
Q.x/k®E¡ = cok 9^_J tors ion

Thus, there is an induced map

(*) sEi/sE,_^nx/k®Ei

with cok j/torsion = £2^ ® ^i+i ■ 1° our case, £, = Gn~'~l(Sf), and the

Piene duality theorem (7.2.1) says that SE, = G'(K*)* where /f = ker/z"-1 , a

line bundle. Therefore, (*) becomes

G'írjvG'-'ir)* Max/k(g)Gn~i~l(Sf)

with cok j/torsion = G"~'~2(Sf). Counting ranks implies that j is injective.

Consider the exact sequences

o T+ G'(r)7G'M(r)' M çixlk ® g"-''-1^) -» cok -» o

and
0 — tor,-+i pn~l -» cok -» Qx/Í: O G"_'_2(^) -* 0.

Taking degrees yields

length(tor/+, pn~[) = deg(cok) - deg(QX/k ® Gn~i-2(Sf))

■>«—i—i /deg(£2^ »G«-'-1^)) -deg(G'(*T)

+ deg(G'-'(ii*)*)-deg(Qx/,®G',-'-2(^))
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Now use the exact sequence

0 -» G'(K*)* -» Vx -» Gn~i-\Sf) — 0

and let d, = deg(G'(^i')) to get

length(tor,-+i p"~l) = </„_,-_, + (n - i)(2g - 2) + ¡S^jl-j

- ûf„_f - í4-,-2 - (" - / - l)(2g - 2)

= 2d„-i-i - d„-i - dn-i-2 + 2g -2

= a„-i - a„-i-i        (Plücker formula, B.3.3).       D

Remark 8.1.2. Let D¡ be the divisor corresponding to the i-th torsion sheaf.

The proof of Theorem 8.1.1 can be modified to show that

Di= 2^(otn-i+i(x) - an-i(x)) • X

x€X

as divisor classes. (The Plücker formulas can also be interpreted as a statement

about divisor classes.)

Example 8.2. Another special case where we can calculate the torsion numbers

is when X is a projective curve, rk Vx = 2rkE, and the differential rank of E

is as large as possible, namely, r = rk E. In that case, the Taylor series map is

injective and generically surjective. Therefore, the torsion number is

degP1(£)-degl^ = degP1(^)

= degQ.xik®E + degE       (A.3.2)

= 2degE + r(2g-2).

This calculation appears in [Cn], (also cf. [Pi2]). If this torsion number is zero,

then g = 0 and degE = r. So X = P1 and E = 0'=1 cf(n,) with *>>, = r.

Moreover, since Vx —» E is surjective, each n, is nonnegative and, in fact,

positive since otherwise the first derived bundle would have a trivial factor

instead of being zero, (6.1.1). Thus,

E = cf(l)®r

and F = r(P1,^(l)®r)-

8.3. Other measures of inflection. Canuto [Cn] has suggested three measures of

the inflectionary behavior of a curve in a Grassmannian. The first comes from

embedding the Grassmannian in projective space by the Plücker embedding

and considering the inflectionary numbers for the curve in that projective space,

(B.l). A second set of invariants of the embedding of the curve are the orders

of vanishing of the sections of E in im(0: V —y T(X, E)). The third measure

comes from looking at the order of contact of the Schubert cycles with the curve

at a given point. Canuto shows that these notions are not equivalent for a curve

in a general Grassmannian (as they are for a curve in projective space). We

have not analyzed the relation of those measures of inflection with our torsion

sheaves.
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8.4. Torsion sheaves and the duality theorem. Take the dual of the exact

sequence 0 —> SE —► Vx —► E to define a map

^:Vj-+SE.

There are corresponding maps to the osculating bundles, (§4),

P^-.Vx^G^Se).

We use the duality theorem, (7.1), to show

Proposition 8.4.1. Assume the characteristic of k is zero or greater than i. Then

tor,-0=* torj p'^.

Proof. By (7.1.2), it suffices to show the result for the case í = 1. Since the

torsion sheaves are supported on a finite set of points, the question is local.

Near any point x £ X, take local coodinates as in §2. so that 9^ becomes a

matrix
A®n-r   (v'i'wi) ) ^er-

Using dual cordinates, the map d¿± may be written

4&r    (rvj-vj)       mn_r
A ► A

However, as in (2.6), since v¡ -wj = 0, the product rule says that

( * ) 90 = (v'i - wj) = -(Vi - w'j) = -d¡<rpose.

The local ring at x is a p.i.d., and any linear map between free modules over

a p.i.d. can be diagonalized by changing the basis of the domain and codomain

(cf. [J, p. 176]). Therefore, near x, we may assume 9^ is a diagonal matrix.

In that case, in light of ( * ), we see that the cokernels of 9^, and d(¡,± are

isomorphic.    D

9. Examples

This section consists of several examples involving differential ranks and de-

rived bundles. In (9.2), we describe all surjections of the form

Vr —► cf(l)®r

where tf(l) is the tautological bundle on projective space. We think of such a

surjection as a join of lines in projective space and show how to decompose it

into a join of osculating spaces to rational normal curves. In (9.3) and (9.4),

we try to find relations among the differential ranks of a surjection Vx —» E,

the dimension of V, and the rank of E. In (9.5), we classify the surjections

with dcgE — 3 using differential ranks and torsion sheaves. Finally, in (9.6),

we show that every sequence of differential ranks and torsion numbers (subject

to obvious restrictions) can occur on the projective line.
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Example 9.1.   From the definition of differential ranks, it is immediate that

drki 0<min{rkSE, rkE}.

Suppose that rkE = n-l, and E is generated by n linearly independent global

sections. Let V c T(X, E) be the vector space spanned by these sections, and

consider the natural map <p:Vx —» E. It follows that the differential rank of 0

is either one or zero. Therefore, either E is trivial (at least in the case where

the characteristic of k is zero, (6.1.3)), or E = Gm(Sf) © Wx where Sf is a

line bundle quotient E and W is a quotient of V, (6.2.2). In other words,

f:X —y G is the cone over an associated curve.

Example 9.2. Let $(\) be the tautological bundle on Vk . We will determine

the differential ranks of any surjection of the form

0:Fpl^^(ir

where V is some k-vector space of dimension n . (To avoid trivialities, we

will always assume that 0 is injective on global sections.) Geometrically, we

are taking r lines in P"_1 all isomorphic to some fixed P1, say y/¡:Pl —y

L¡ c P"_1 for i = I, ... , r, and considering the map to the Grassmannian of

(r- l)-planesin P"_1

(9.2.1) f:Vl ^Gr_iP"-' =G(V,r),

p y-^ sparr{y/x(p), ... , y/r(p)}.

It is assumed that the L, and y/, are chosen so that this map is defined every-

where. We will see that up to a change of coordinates on the Grassmannian,

every such map is formed as follows: Take n - r disjoint linear subspaces of

r-i
Pa' , P°2, ... , Fa"-r

where ^2 a,■ = r. (The a, will be determined by the higher differential ranks.)

At each point p £ P1 , we can chose an osculating hyperplane to the rational

normal curve of degree a¡ in Pa' so that the span of these hyperplanes will

be f(p). Thus, we may say that / comes from the join of the osculating

developables of rational normal curves in disjoint linear subspaces of P"_1.

To describe this, let W = T(P', tf (1)). For each m > 0 consider the natural
evaluation map

Sm W s T(P', cf(m)) -^ <?{m)

corresponding to the rational normal curve of degree m in Pm , and consider

the associated Taylor series map (A.6)

$*W -£1+ TT-\cf(m))

corresponding to the (m - l)-th associated map sending a point on the rational

normal curve to its osculating hyperplane, (B.4, B.3.1).

On P1, every bundle is a direct sum of line bundles; so

ker0 = 0cf(-a
i=i

where ¿^a, = deg¿f(l)er = r.
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Theorem 9.2.2. Assume the characteristic of k is zero or greater than r. There

are isomorphisms giving a commutative diagram

(*)

®Usa-wr

;i)er

i-

er.'p0'- a,))

The torsion sheaves, tor, 0, of 0 are all zero, and the differential ranks are

drk,-0 = HO' | Oj > /}.

In particular, drki 0 = n - r.

Proof. From (A.3.2), it follows that the degree and rank of P

both m . Hence, there is an exact sequence

0 -y cf(-m) M rïP1, Cf(m)) —

m-l
m)) are

tin— 1 m)) —* 0.

For m > 0, it is known, ([PS], [Pe2]), that

)W-1 m))s^(l) ©m

Therefore the dual map, j*, is injective on global sections. Counting dimen-

sions implies that it is, in fact, an isomorphism on global sections. Therefore,

we can choose an isomorphism between T(P', tf (m)) and its dual so that the

following diagram commutes

( ** )

HP1, c?(m));,

>

HP1 , <?(/M))p,

(m)

(m

where ev is the natural evaluation map.

Now consider the kernel, K - 0, (f(-a¡), of 0 and the corresponding exact

sequence

(t) O^K V9 i: o.

Taking global sections shows that r(P!, K) = 0 since we have assumed that 0

is injective on global sections. Hence, a, > 0 for / = 1, ... , n - r. Taking

global sections of the dual of (f) shows that the natural map V* —> T(P', K*)

is injective. Counting dimensions as before, shows that it is an isomorphism.

Therefore, up to an automorphism of V, the map K,* *-* K* is

0r(P',^(a,))
;=1 i=l

Therefore, the required isomorphism, ( * ), follows from ( ** ).

To see the claim about the torsion divisors and differential ranks, first note

that taking derived bundles and differential ranks commutes with direct sums.
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This follows, for example from (2.3) and the fact that the Taylor series maps

respect direct sums, (A.6.3.1). The evaluation map

T(P', cf(m))r -»¿f(m)

corresponds to a rational normal curve. It is well-known that such curves are

noninflectionary, (B.3.1). This means that each associated Taylor series map

v': riP1, &(m))r -+ P''(¿f(»i))

is surjective (for i < m), i.e., G'(cf(m)) — P'(cf(m)). Thus, it follows from

Proposition 6.3.1, that the >th derived bundle of P'(/f(m)) is P'~j((f(m)).
The claim about the higher differential ranks follows. The fact that the torsion

sheaves of 0 are zero follows by direct calculation (or by Theorem 8.1.1).    D

Remark 9.2.3. Further calculations in [Pel] indicate that the differential ranks

in the case just considered determine the generality of the positions of the lines,

L,.

Example 9.3. For 0: V¥, —» E, if the dimension of V is large enough relative to

the degree of E, then the differential rank must be greater than one. Consider

the line bundle (f(d) on P1 with d > 0. Let V c T(P', cf(d)) be a sub-
vector space of dimension n + 1 of globally generating sections, i.e., so that the

corresponding map
0: Kpi -♦ cf(d)

is surjective. We have the osculating bundle of order r, (§4 and A.8):

p': Vr, - GW))-

Proposition 9.3.1. Assume that the characteristic of k is zero or greater than d ;

then
degGr(c?(d))>(r+l)(n-r).

Proof. By Theorem B.2.3, rkG'(cf(d)) = i+l and

degG W)) = (/+l)(¿-/)-][>,-

for i = \, ... , n where the a, are the inflectionary numbers for 0. In partic-

ular,

r

(*) dtgGr(cf(d)) = (r+l)(d-r)-YJ*l

i=i

and Vr = Gn(tf(d)) so that

n

(**) ^a, = («+l )(</->?).

i=l

Combining ( * ) and ( ** ) and using the fact that q, < a,+i gives

(* * *)   dcgG'(cf(d)) = (r+l)(d-r)-(n + l)(d - n) + ar+x + ••■ + «„

> (r+ l)(d -r) -(n+ l)(d - n) + (n - r)ar.
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Again using that a, < ai+x , ( * ) yields

rar >(r+l)(d-r)- degGr(£?(d)).

Along with (***), this says

degGr(cf(d)) >(r+l)(d-r)-(n+ l)(d - n)

+ (^-\((r+l)(d-r)-dcgGr(&(d)))

=^ degGr(cf(d)) >(r+l)(d-r)- (-) (n + l)(d - n)

> (r+ 1 )(d -r)

>(r+ l)(n -r).       D

Note. To see that equality is possible in Proposition 9.3.1, let d = n and V =

r(P',^(«)). Then Gr(cf(n)) = Pr((f(n)), (cf. B.3.1), and degPf(¿f(«)) =

(r+\)(n-r), (cf. A.3.2).

Corollary 9.3.2. Assume the characteristic of k is zero. Let E be a vector bundle

of rank r on P1, and let V c T(¥l, E) be a subspace of dimension n of

generating sections. If the corresponding surjection

Kpi ̂ E

has differential rank one, then

degE > r(n - r).

Proof. This follows directly from Corollary 6.2.2 and Proposition 9.3.1.    D

Example 9.4. Corollary 9.3.2 shows that if n is large enough compared to the

degree of E, then drki 0 > 1. It would be nice to find similar bounds for

n determining when drki is larger than any given value. At one extreme, if

V = T(P', E) with E any bundle (with no trivial factors) generated by global

sections, then 0 has full differential rank, i.e., drki 0 is as large as possible,

namely rk.E, and Ex = 0. The reason for this is that if E = @ïi=x@(ni),

then by (A.6.3.1), the Taylor series map v^ breaks up into a direct sum of the

Taylor series maps

i/1:r(P1,^(n,-))pl^P1(^(«,))

for i = I, ... , r. Each of these Taylor series maps is surjective (by direct

calculation or (B.3.1)). Thus, by (2.3), Ex = 0.
We might expect that if E is a bundle with no trivial factors on an arbitrary

curve, X, and generated by global sections, then the natural map V(X, E)x —»

E would have full differential rank. But this is not the case:

Proposition 9.4.1. Let E be an indecomposable bundle of rank r on an elliptic

curve X with 2r > deg E > r. Then E is generated by global sections, but the

natural evaluation map

4>:Y(X,E)x^E

does not have full differential rank, i.e., Ex / 0.

Proof. First note that such bundles, E, exist, [Br]. If 0 had full differential
rank, then, by definition, the map

d:SE —y &x/k ®E
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is generically surjective. This says that

dimT(X,E)>2r

(cf. 9.1). In our case, degE > r implies that E is generated by global sections

and dimT(A', E) = degE < 2r, ([Br, Lemma Al]). Hence, 0 cannot have full
differential rank.    D

Example 9.5. We classify all surjections Vx—yE where X is an arbitrary

smooth projective curve and degE — 3 . First, consider the bundle E = d?(1)©

rf (2) on P1 . We want to see which differential ranks and torsion numbers are

possible for a surjection

0: Vr¡ —y E.

We may assume by (3.1) that V c r(P', E). To simplify matters, also assume

that the characteristic of k is zero.

dim V — 5 : If dim V = 5, then V — Y(¥x, E), and 0 is the ordinary evalua-
tion map. It can be represented by the matrix

y
o

o 0
Xa

0
xy   y2

Hence, the corresponding map f:Pl —> G[P4 comes from joining points on a

line in P4 with matching points on a conic in a disjoint plane. The union of

the lines f(p) is a rational normal scroll. It is straightforward to check that

drki 0 = 2, and that there is no torsion.

dim V = 4 : In this case, drki = 2 and tori 0 has length two. If the differential
rank were one, then Ex would be a line bundle, and comparing ranks, the

natural map E —> G'(fii) of (4.2) would be an isomorphism. Proposition 9.3.1

shows this is not possible. Thus, drki = 2 and

9 : SE —► Qx/k ® E

is injective and generically surjective. The first torsion number is

length (cok 9) = deg(QX/k ® E) - degSE = 2.

The torsion sheaf can be supported at one point, e.g.,

(*) 0 = y     0
x2   xy

or it can be supported at two points, e.g.,

( **
0 y

xy

0

y2

y-

Direct calculation shows that in ( * ), tor[ 0 is supported at the point y = 0

and in ( ** ) it is supported at the points x = 0 and y — 0.

Consider the maps /, g:Pl -» G[P3  corresponding to ( * ), (**), respec-

tively. The associated loci

{/»W « {g(P)}PeF>

are the two types of cubic ruled surfaces in P3, (cf. [E, §37]). The former comes

from projecting the rational normal scroll of degree three in P4 that we just
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considered from a point lying on a tangent to the scroll. The latter comes from

projecting from a general point.

dim V = 3 : If dim V = 3 , then SE = <f(-3) is a line bundle; so drki 0=1.
By the Piene duality theorem, (7.2.1), there is a commutative diagram

0 -,     cf(-3)     -^—> Kp,  —Í—  £  -» 0
,

I
0 -i GV(3))* -     -  Kpl  -ÍL-» £,  -     _ 0

The map P1 -» P2 corresponding to 0i is the dual of that corresponding to

j*: V* —y (9(3) = SE . So there are two possibilities, depending on whether /*

represents a nodal cubic or a cuspidal cubic. If the former, then E\ = (9(4)

since the dual of the nodal cubic is a quartic. From the exact sequences

(t) 0 —► SE -£♦ Clx/k ® E —» cok9 —» 0

and

(t) 0 —» tori 0 —* cok9 —► £2^ 8> fii —♦ 0

it follows that tori 0 = 0.
If /* corresponds to a cuspidal cubic, then Ex = (f(3) since the dual of

a cuspidal cubic is a cuspidal cubic. The exact sequences (t), (t) show that

length(tori 0) = 1.

9.5.1. Arbitrary curves of degree three. Let E be a vector bundle of rank r

and degree three on an arbitrary curve, X, and let V c Y(X, E) be a subspace

of generating sections with evaluation map

0: Vx —y E.

To avoid trivial cases, assume that the corresponding map

f:X^G(V,r)^^PN

expresses X as a cubic curve in P^ , i.e., / is birational to its image. Therefore,

X is either a twisted cubic or a plane cubic. So either X is rational, and we

are reduced to the case just considered in example (9.5), or X is elliptic. If X

is elliptic, write E = 0™ t E' where each E' is indecomposable. Since each

E1 is generated by global sections, either E' = tfx or degE1 > rkE', ([Br,

Lemma Al]). Therefore, forgetting about trivial factors, (6.1), there are two

possibilities:
(a) E is a line bundle and 0 corresponds to a smooth plane cubic.

(b) E is an indecomposable bundle of rank two. Then dimY(X, E) =

3, ([Br, A.4]); so V = Y(X, E). By the duality theorem, (7.2.1), there is a
commutative diagram

0 -y    (9(-3P)     -► Vx —^-y  E  -

I I I
I i

0 -► G\(f(3P))* -y Vx -► fij  -y 0
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for some point P £X . By (B.3.4) and Theorem B.2.3, Gl(cf(3P)) = Pl((f(3P))

so deg£i = degGx(cf(3P)) = 6. The map f:X -y G,P3 from 0 gives the en-
velope of tangent lines to a plane elliptic sextic. From the sequences (t) and

(X), it follows that tori 0 = 0.

Example 9.6. If the characteristic of k is zero or greater than t, then any

sequence of differential ranks

dx>->dt> d,+ x = 0

can occur. For example, on P1 , consider the bundle

;-l

E = 0p'(¿?(/ + i))®(4+.-4+2).
i=0

For each i, there is the natural Taylor series map

u':T(Fl ,(f(i+ l))pl —» P\@(i + 1)).

E.

Take a direct sum of d,+x - di+2 copies of this map and then sum over i to get

"r-1

0: Kpi =   0T(P' , c?(i + \))®Kd,+i-di+1)

. 1=0 J pi

By (A.6.3.1) and Proposition 6.3.1

t-i

Ej = 0P'-^(/ + l))«*M-f4M).
i=j

Therefore,

drk, 0 = rk£',_i - rkE¡j j j
t-\ t-i

= Yl (i-J + 2)(di+i - d,+2) - Y^{i -J+ l)(4i - di+2)
i=j-i ¡w

Í-1

EIA A      \(di+x - di+2)
■  ■  ■¡=j-i

= dj.

Example 9.7.   Any sequence of nonnegative integers

kx , ... , kn

can occur as the sequence of torsion numbers at a point. To see this, let

"/ = ^2kn-j+l

for i = 1, ... , n , and define the map

f:C^ G(C®n+l) = P"

7 I—»   C1        71+c*l       72+"2 7t+a„\zt-ni, z        , Z , ... , Z       ).
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Let Sf be the line bundle, C x C, on C, and consider the map of §4,

h-i:C«+i ^Gn-l(Sf).

It suffices to check the following

Claim. The z'-th torsion number of p"~l is a„-,+i - a„_, = k,.

Sketch of proof. We need a local version of Theorem 8.1.1. The map ô of

(A.7) induces a commutative diagram with exact rows

0 -► Gl(Gk~l(Sf)) ->       Pk(Sf)       -►       cok¿       -► 0

Ia                                Is                             iß

0 -► P'íG*-'^))  -y P'(P^'(^)) -y P'(cok^_,) -► 0

The map a comes from the Taylor series map Cn+l -» Pl(Gk~l(Sf)). By

Proposition 6.3.1, the i-th derived bundle of p"~l is G"~'~l(Sf). Hence,

cok a modulo torsion is £2^ <g> Gk~2(Sf), (cf. 2.3).

By (A.8.3), G\Gk~\Sf)) â Gk(Sf). Therefore, in the diagram, cok, is

the cokernel of the t'-th Taylor series map, i = k - I, k . Theorem B.2.3, (cf.

B.2.3.3) yields

(*) lengthz(cok¿.) = ax H-\-ak.

Similarly, lengthz(cok¿._[) = ax + ■■ ■ + ak_x ; hence, the fundamental exact

sequence, (A.3.2), shows that

( ** ) length^P'icokjt-,)) = 2(a, + • • • + ak_x).

By Proposition A.7.8, <5 is an inclusion. Thus, the snake lemma gives an

exact sequence

0 —y coka/kery? —► cok ô —► cok/? —> 0.

The proof of Proposition A.7.8 shows that cok<5 = £lx/k ® Pk~2(Sf). Hence,

coka/ker^ is torsion free; it is the (n — k + l)-th derived bundle of pn~l,

Qx/k ®Gk~2(Sf), and ker/? is the corresponding torsion divisor.  The map

coka/ker/? ^> cokô is just the natural inclusion, Gk~2(Sf) —» P ~2(Sf) ten-

sored by £2^/^ . Hence,

length,(cok ß) — ax H-h ak_2.

It follows from ( * ) and ( ** ) that the (n - k + l)-th torsion number is

lengthz(ker/?) = ak - ak_x

as required.    D

Appendix A

Introduction. This appendix gathers together the main facts about principal

parts sheaves and is intended as a technical reference for the paper. For the

most part, it is a compilation of results found in [G], [Kl], and [Pil], worked

out in the detail necessary for our applications. Propositions 7.8 and 8.3, used

throughout the paper, are new results.
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A.l. Definition of the principal parts sheaf. Let u: X —> S be a morphism of

schemes and y an ¿^-module. Let A(() be the t-th infinitesimal neighborhood

of the diagonal. It is defined as a subscheme of XxsX by the ideal ^ft+l where

J^ is the ideal of the ordinary diagonal A = A(0). In the following diagram, let

i denote the inclusion map and 7ii , n2 the natural projections:

A(i) —!—* XxsX -^^* X

(1.1) „j [u

S

Let p = nx° i and q = n2 o i.

Definition 1.2.    P'(9~) = p+q*^ = nu (^Xx/Jrr+1 ® n^fT) is called the sheaf

of t-th order principal parts of SF over S or the t-jets of sections of ^ over S.

Applying 7ti, the the natural surjection

( * ) cfx*x/SM ® n\& -* cfxxx/^' ® A3"

gives a map

(1.3) p'tyy-iP'-'oy)

which is a surjection since the sheaves on ( * ) are supported on A and 7Ti|a

is a homeomorphism. Since tensor products respect direct sums, so does this

surjection.

A.2. Functorial properties. f? —> Pt(Sr) is a covariant functor from the

category of ¿fy-modules \0 itself. In this section we summarize its most basic

properties.

2.1. If X is noetherian, u of finite type, and fF quasi-coherent, then P'(S?~)

is quasi-coherent. If X is noetherian, X —y S proper, and S*' coherent, then

Pt(9r) is coherent, ([H, II.5.8]). For X -► S smooth, if & is locally free, so

is P\Sr), (Proposition 3.3).

2.2. Since q* and p, preserve direct sums, so does P'(- ).

2.3. If we restrict P' ( • ) to act on locally free sheaves, then it is exact. This is

because pulling back locally free sheaves is always exact and /?* is exact since

it is a homeomorphism.

2.4. Let /: X -* Y be a morphism of schemes over S. There is a map

f* P'(y) -» P'(/*y).

This map is mentioned in [Kl] and in [Pil]; we construct it in the proof of

Proposition 3.4, below. In particular, if X —> S is a finite type, separated

morphism of noetherian schemes, e.g., a variety over a field, and U c X is an

open subscheme, then Pl(SF)\v = P (SF^) : this follows from a commutativity

property of pullbacks and pushforwards, ([H, II.9.3]). We will only need this

result in the special case where X —> S is smooth and f? is locally free,

(Corollary 3.5).
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2.5. It is clear from the definition of the natural surjection P'(&~) —> P'~l(3r)

of (1.3), that it is functorial, i.e., given a map of sheaves S* -> W, there is a

natural commutative diagram

P'(y)    -y    P'(&)

1
p'~\gr) -> P'-\g)

2.6. It is also clear that the natural surjections of (1.3) preserve direct sums.

A.3. Fundamental exact sequence. Assume now that S is locally generated by

a regular sequence, e.g., X —> 5 smooth, and assume S*~ is locally free of rank

r. Apply 7ti» ( • ® n2&~) to the exact sequence

(3.1) 0 -» S'/JF'^ — cfx*xlSt+x — ^xx//' — 0

to get the fundamental exact sequence

(3.2) 0 -» S'iClx/s) ®^ -* P'(^) -* P'"'(^) — 0

where S'(SlX/s) denotes the t-th symmetric power of the relative cotangent

bundle. One assumes that J7 is locally generated by a regular sequence so that
jrtjjrt+i g St,Q) f [Fj A.6.1]. Note that 711» preserves the exactness of (3.1)

since the sheaves involved are supported on A which is homeomorphic to X.

By induction and the fact that P°(Sr) = SF we get

Proposition 3.3. Suppose X has dimension n . Let X —> S be smooth and S^

a locally free sheaf of rank r on X. Then Pt(9r) is locally free of rank r-("+').

Given a map as in (2.4), there is a corresponding map between fundamental

exact sequences:

Proposition 3.4. Let X and Y be smooth S-schemes and SF a locally free sheaf

on Y. If f: X —> Y is a morphism of S-schemes, the map of (2.4) induces a
map of exact sequences

0 —y s'(f*nY/s)®f*3r —► /*p'(y) —► f*P'-l(Sr)-y 0

(*) [s'(dmid [ {

0 -►    S!(nX/s)®r3r    -► P'(P^)  -y P'-'(/\y)  -y 0

where df:f*QY/S —► ClX/s is the cotangent map.

Proof. Using the notation in (A.l), let nx,i = ni for i = 1, 2. There is cor-

responding diagram for defining principal parts bundles on Y with projections

^Y,i, i = 1,2. Let S (respectively, f ) be the ideal of the diagonal in
X xs X (respectively, Y xsY). The map / induces a commutative diagram

0 —-»        f'IIM —» ^xr/^'+1 —♦        ^xr//' -*-» 0

(/ x f).S'ISM _ (/ x f).0XxX/SM —♦ (f x f),<fXxX/S>
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Apply /*7ty,i*( • ®nY 2y) to this diagram to get

S'(f,ar/s)9fT — fP'(.F)

0 — f*7CY,,»((/ x f).S*IJM ®nYi2&) -* f*ny,L((fxfh<?Xxx/S<+i®7tY23r)

(continuing from above)

... -, /*P'-'(y) -> 0

i

••• -> f*nY,i*((f * f)*&xxx/^' ®nY,2^) -► 0

Again, we are using the smoothness of 7 ^ S to identify J~'/Jrt+l  with

5'(£2y/5).  We also use the standard fact that taking symmetric powers com-
mutes with pullbacks.

Now use the maps

f*nY,u -*»*,•!*(/*/)",

(fxfynY<2 = nx,2r,

fty,i*(/x /). = f*nx,u,

f* f —» 1J  J*      l-

(For the first map, cf. [H, II.9.3].) Applying these to the first sheaf on the bottom

of the previous diagram yields

rnY,u((f x f).S'/S,+l ® nY^)

= r*r.u{f x f)~r*ISM ® r*Y.i.*r,2?'

= rfnx,u^'/^'+l ®nx,u(fx f)*7iY,2SF

= S,Üxis®f>&'.

Similarly, f*nYzU((f x f)tcfXxxl^'+x ® n^^) = P'(y). Finally, a similar

argument applies to the sheaf on the bottom right of the diagram. We thus

get ( * ). The leftmost vertical map of ( * ) has the right form since df comes
from the natural map

fl^2^(fxf)^l^2

while the leftmost vertical map of the first diagram of this proof is obtained by

taking symmetric powers of this map

jrt/jr>+X = S\f/f2) -» (/ X f)*S'(J/S2) = (f X f),S'/jr'+i

(cf. [F, B.7.1]).    D

Corollary 3.5. Let U be an open subset of a smooth S-scheme X, and let S*

be a locally free sheaf on X. Then

p'(9-)\v = PW).;
Proof. Apply Proposition 3.4 to the inclusion f:U «-» X. The case t = 1

follows from the 5-lemma and the fact that Ru/s = &x/s\u ■ The general case
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follows from Proposition 3.4 by induction using the 5-lemma and the fact that

pullbacks commute with taking symmetric powers:

S'(QU/S) = S'ir^x/s) = rsl(Qx/s).       □

Note. As mentioned earlier, Corollary 3.5 is true more generally for X —> S

a finite type, separated morphism of Noetherian schemes and SF any sheaf.

However, we will not need this in the paper.

A.4. Local trivialization of P'(fi). Let X —> S be smooth and E be a bundle
(locally free sheaf) on X. This section gives local coordinates for the jets of

sections of E. To make notation simpler, we will mainly consider the case

where X —y S has relative dimension 1, e.g., a nonsingular curve over an al-

gebraically closed field. Remark 4.9, at the end of this section, discusses the

modifications necessary for higher relative dimensions.

Let U = Spec A be an open affine subset of X and V = Spec B be an open

affine subset of S with U c u~x(V). Let / denote the kernel of the map

A<8>ß A —y A

a®by-^y ab.

So / Si y\u, and I/I2 = Q\v, the relative cotangent bundle of X -> S

restricted to U . The ideal / is generated by {da}aeA where da = l®a-a®l,

[M, Chapter 9]. With this notation, the exact sequence (3.2) restricted to U

and with SF = rfx becomes

0 -» T/It+l -4 (A ®b A)/I,+ l -» (A ®B A)/F -h 0.

We are free to identify £28"|¡y with /'/ I'+l since X —> 5 is smooth. (We have

also used that P'(E)\u S P'(E\V), (2.4).)
Now take U small enough so that £2|¡y is trivial with generator dz — 1 ® z -

z <8) 1 . By induction on t, it follows that (A <8>ß A)/I'+l is a free /1-module

with basis the image of {(dz)'Y¡=0 . Define a map 9Z: A —> A by the formula

db - \ ®b - b®l = dzbdz . Inductively, define

(4.1) d[:A^A

by d'zb = dz(dtxb). Finally, define the map

(4.2) ß,:(A®A)/It+x ->A®,+ i

a®b   ^a(b,d2b,^d2b,...,^dl2b).

Note 4.3. In order for this map to make sense, we make the assumption that

the characteristic of each residue field of «S is zero or greater than t.

Note 4.4. If X is a nonsingular curve over an algebraically closed field k =

5, the completion of the local ring cfx,x at a point x £ X is the ring of

formal power series k[[z]] in a local parameter z . By including (?x,x in its

completion, we may interpret dzb as formal differentiation with respect to z .

We will see that ß, is well-defined as part of
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Proposition 4.5.    ßt is an isomorphism.

Proof. It suffices to show that ßt(dzJ) = (0, ... , 0, 1, 0, ... , 0) with the 1 in
the (j + 1 )-th component. Since dzt+x y-y 0, ßt is well-defined. The (¿ + l)-th
component of ßt(dzj) is

A(</z>)i+1 = A((i®z-z®i)Vi

= £<-<>'Q±^-'
¿=0 v  '

7

where (f) = 0 for b > a. However,

»-"'(OCVH^-1' i,      ; = /,
_i      .0,       ;/<,

as required.    D

Let E be an arbitrary vector bundle of rank r. Using (2.2) and the fact

that P'(E)\u = P'(E\rj), Proposition 4.5 allows us to construct a local trivial-

ization of P'(fi). Use the notation from above and assume, in addition, that a

trivialization E\u = (f®r is chosen. Then

Y(U, P'(E)) s *ß£ 9A A®r B (jzf)*' -^ (¿®'+1)er

where we consider (A<g>A)/It+x as a right ^-module for the purpose of tensoring

over A . By abuse of notation, we will call the composite of the above maps

(4.6) ßt:Y(U,P'(E))^(A®l+x)®r

Restricting (3.2) to U gives an isomorphism of exact sequences

(4.7)
0 -► r(tf,f2®'®fi) -► T(U,P'(E)) -y Y(U,P'-X(E)) -► 0

[ß,\ [ß, [ß,-i

0 -► A®r -►    (^eí+i)©/-    JEÜ1,       (A®')®r       -y 0

The inclusion of A®' in A®'+x as the first t factors induces a map (A®')®r -»

(A®t+X)®r giving a splitting of the rows of (4.7). In sum, we have

Corollary 4.8. A choice of a local trivialization of £lx/s and E determines a

local trivialization of P'(E) for each t and local splittings of the fundamental

exact sequence (3.2).

Remark 4.9. The analysis given in this section requires little change if the di-

mension of X is n > 1, the main difference being that in defining the map ßt of

(4.2), one must consider all mixed partíais with respect to the local coordinates

on X. To be specific, consider the case of P'(Sf) where Sf is a line bundle.

Take an open affine U = Spec A so that Sf\u — &u and £2|t/ = I/I2 as before.
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Take U small enough so that £2|t/ is trivial, say (9®r = £2|t/. Take the images

of the standard basis elements of tf®n to get generators dz,■■ = 1 ® z,■ — dz,-® 1,

/' = 1,...,«, for £2 |t/. Define a map

(4.10)      Ä:(^®^)//,+1-»^(®("')

a <8> ô i-> a < —-—9„ ■ ■ ■ di{b
\ix\--ij\ 0<j<t, {i,,...,/;}C{l,...,«}

where 9,è is defined by the formula db = I ® b - b ® I = £"=1 9,6 âfz,. As
before, one may verify that /?, is an isomorphism. If E is any bundle on X,

it is locally the direct sum of line bundles, and one takes a direct sum of ßt 's

to get a trivialization of P'(£)|ry. The analogue of (4.6) is

(4.11) ß,:Y(U,P'(E))-+(A®^'))®r

Diagram (4.7) becomes

(4.12)
0 - -+ Y(U,S'(Q)®E) -► Y(U,P'(E)) - -» Y(U, P'~X(E)) - -» 0

il

0   - _        (¿©('T'))®'        -1     {A®(7))®r     J^     (A®^1))®'      -►   0

where n is the projection onto the first (*J?7*) factors.

A.5. The bimodule structure on Pl(SF) and the map d'. Recalling the notation

of Definition 1.2, P'((fx) = P.(<%) = P*i&x ® (^xl^t+x) ■ By definition of p,

there is a map

defining the (usual) left module structure on P'(cfx) • By slight abuse of nota-

tion, we write

(5.1) <?x-+ (£?x®(?x)/S'+[=P'((?x)

a^a® 1.

On the other hand, we can derive the following map from q, ([G, 16.7.5.1]):

(5.2) d': efx -*: (&x ® &x)/^'+l

a y-y 1 ® a.

This defines the right module structure on P (c?x).

As pointed out in [G, 16.7.2.1], basic properties of pullbacks and pushfor-

wards yield an isomorphism

(5.3) P'(^) = P'(^)^^

where in order to tensor over tfx , Pl(cfx) is considered as a right ¿fy-module.

Thus, P'(Sr) inherits a bimodule structure from P'(cfx) ■ One way to see (5.3)

is to check—using the notation of (A. 1)—that the natural map

P'((?x) ®^ = nu((ôfx®cfx)/Jrt+x)®3r

-y nu((cfx®cfx)/S,+ x ® %\&) = P'(^)
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is an isomorphism. By abuse of notation, we will sometimes write

if y ® if y
P\ST) = ^ß^®F

Define a map ([G, 16.7.5.1]):

(5.4) ¿^ = ¿':/^P'(7)sp'(^)8,/

í i-» (1 ® 1) ®5.

This is a map of ¿^-modules if Pt(Sr) is considered as a right module. The

maps d' are compatible with the natural projections prt: P'(SF) —► P'~x(Sr),

(1.3). That is to say, prt o dl = d'~x .

Consider the case of a line bundle Sf on a nonsingular curve X over an

algebraically closed field. Using the trivialization described in (A.4) with E =

.5*, identify Sf with A=0v{JJ) and P'(Sf) with A®l+X via ß,, (4.6). Then
the map dt may be thought of as taking truncated Taylor expansions of sections

of Sf

(5.5) d':A^A®'+x

a^(a,dza, —d2a, ... , T^a).

A.6. The Taylor series map, u'. With the notation of A.l, the natural maps

w*w* —y n2t7i\* and 1 —> /»/'* may be used to define what we will call the t-th

Taylor series map, (cf. [Kl], [Pil]):

(6.1) v': u*u^ -* %uit\9° —► KiXTnl^ a P'(Sr).

If F is a sheaf on 5 and 0: u* V —» SF any map, then there is a natural map

Vx = u*V —> u*u*u*V —* u*u^.

Composing this with the Taylor series map yields a map Vx = u*V —> P'(^")

which will also be called a Taylor series map and be denoted by vl, or just v[ if

0 is clear from context. If we consider P\Sr) as a left ¿fr-module (as usual),

then v' is an ¿f^-module map.

If X is a noetherian scheme and S = Spec B , then the Taylor series map is

i/': H°(X,^)®Ä^^P'(^)

(cf. [H, 8.5]). With the notation of (A.5), we may write this as

(6.2) H°(X, F) ®B ifx — P'(SF) S P'(^) ®* ¿T

5® 1 H->  1 ® 1 ® 5.

Therefore, we can also construct i/' by taking global sections of d': S* —» Pl(Sr)

and then evaluating

H°(X, ^) ®b ¿?, -¿» H°(X, P'(^)) ®B tfx -» P'(^).

6.3. Functorial properties of the Taylor series map.

6.3.1. The Taylor series map preserves direct sums since pullbacks, pushfor-

wards, and the map 1 —> /'» i* preserve direct sums.
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6.3.2. The Taylor series map is compatible with the natural surjections Pt(Sr)

-» P'~x(Sr). To see this, let ik:à(k) —* X xs X denote the inclusion of the

thickened diagonal (cf. A.l). The compatibility of the Taylor series map comes

from applying 7Ti«( • )^| to the natural commutative diagram of functors

1 -►     it*i*

i -> h-i*i,-i

and composing with the map u*u* of (6.1).

6.3.3.    If SF —» &  is a map of sheaves on X, the naturality of the map

u*u* —y 7ix*n* gives a commutative diagram

vCu+F -► P\F)

(6.3.3.1) | |

u*u^ -► P'(S?)

where the horizontal maps are the Taylor series maps and the vertical maps are

the natural ones.
In the paper, (6.3.3.1) is most often used in the following form:

Proposition 6.3.3.2. Let V and W be sheaves on S, and let SF and & be

sheaves on X. Suppose we are given a commutative diagram of sheaves on X :

Vx -y Wx
■

i i

gr _>   %

Then the following diagram commutes

Vx     -►    Wx

I I
I 1

P\F) -► P'(S?)

where the vertical maps are the Taylor series maps and the horizontal maps are

the natural ones.

Proof. This follows immediately from the expression for vl given in (6.2).    D

6.3.4. Let Se be the kernel of the map Vx —» &~ from Proposition 6.3.3.2.
Assume in addition that X —> S is smooth and S*~ is locally free. The com-

patibility of the Taylor series map with the standard projections, (6.3.2), gives

a commutative diagram that is used repeatedly in the paper:

0 -y        SE        -y     Vx     -► & -► 0

(6.3.4.1) "

0 -y nx/s®F -y PX(F) -y F -» 0
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The bottom row of this diagram is the fundamental exact sequence (3.2). This

diagram is functorial in SF :

Proposition 6.3.4.2. With the notation as in (6.3.3.2), assume in addition that

X -» S is smooth and that F and ^ are locally free. Let Sgr (respectively,

S&) denote the kernel of the given map Vx —», S^ (respectively, Wx —» %?).

Consider the natural commutative diagrams with exact rows

0 -►       S ?       -y     Vx     -► & -► 0

W 1 "'1 II
0  -►  Q-x/S®^  -►  PX(9r)  —-y F  -y  0

and

0 -y       S$       -►     Vx     -► % -y 0

(**) 1 "'j I
0 -► 0.X/s®% -> P'(^) -► & -7* 0

where the bottom rows of these diagrams are the fundamental exact sequences of

(A.3). Proposition 3.4 induces a natural map of commutative diagrams (*) —>

(**).

6.3.5. Taylor series maps are compatible with the maps of (2.4), f*Pt(Sr) -»

P'~x(Sr). This is immediate from the construction of the maps of (2.4), given

in the proof of Proposition 3.4.

6.4. Description of the Taylor series map in local coordinates,     u: X —» S be

smooth of some relative dimension, y be locally free of rank r, and F be a

locally free ^--module of rank n . Assume we are given a map

<p:Vx = u*V ^Sr.
•

We now want to give a careful local description of v'(4>) = vl. So we may

assume X and S are rings, A and B , respectively, and that &* = A®r, Vx =

A®" , and 0 is given by a matrix M = (aij):A®n —> A®'. Define P'(A®r) =

T(X, P'(y)), and define vl accordingly. Let d:A —> £2^ be the standard
derivation. Our smoothness assumption means that £2^ is a free ^4-module

with generators, say, dz¡. Define the map

d!z.:A^ A¿i

inductively as follows

(6.4.1) da = ^dz¡adzi,    d^a = dz¡(d¡7xa).

Note 6.4.2. If A is a discrete valuation ring and B = k is a field isomorphic

to the residue field of A , then the completion of A is isomorphic to the power

series ring k[[z]]. Emdedding A into its completion, d¡a¡ can be thought of

as the ordinary j-th derivative of a power series. This interpretation will be

relevant when X is a smooth curve over an algebraically closed field and we

consider a Taylor series map at a fiber over a point in X.
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To make the local description more intelligible, we will start out with the

easy case of relative dimension and r both equal to one, then work our way up

to the general case.

Proposition 6.4.3. Let B —► A be a map of rings with the characteristic of each

residue field of A and B either zero or greater than t. Assume Qa/b has rank

one, generated by the single element dz, and suppose given a map

M:A®" —» A

where M = [ax, .
map has the form

an], a, £ A.   Then the corresponding t-th Taylor series

i>'(M):A®"

ax

dzax

h.d2zax

\,d'zax

a„
dza„

¡,d¡a„

ïfdzan \ P'(A)^A®l+x.

Proof. Let e¡ he the /-th standard basis vector for A®" . Define / as in (A.4)

so that O.A/B = I /I2 ■ By the description in (6.2),

l,'(ei) = (l® l)®a¡£ (A®A)/T+X ®A

= l®a¡£(A®A)/It+x =P'(A).

Using ßt of (4.2) to trivialize P'(^) yields

u'(e¡) = (a,-, dza¡, ^d¡a¡, ... , ^fza¡)

as required.    D

We will now consider the case where X —» S has relative dimension one but

r, the rank of F, is arbitrary. Locally, SF = A®r, and the local description of

the Taylor series map follows directly from Proposition 6.4.3.

Proposition 6.4.4. Let B —> A be a map of rings with the characteristic of each

residue field of A and B either zero or greater than t. Assume Qa/b has rank

one, generated by the single element dz, and suppose given a map

M:A®n -» A®'

where M — (a¡j), a¡¡ £ A . Then the corresponding t-th Taylor series map is a

block matrix

v'(M):A®n

M

dzM

±d2M

j,dlzM
= (AP!(A ©r\©i+I

where dzM = (dza¡j)ij .

Proof. This follows directly from Proposition 6.4.1 and the fact that vl pre-

serves direct sums, (6.3.1).    D
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Finally, we consider the case of arbitrary relative dimension. It is the same

as (6.4.4) except we must take all mixed partials of the entries of 0 with respect

to local parameters for X.

Proposition 6.4.5. Let B —> A be a map of rings with the characteristic of each

residue field of A and B either zero or greater than t. Assume Qa/b has rank

k, generated by dzx, ... , dzk , and suppose given a map

M:A®n —* A®r

where M = (a¡j), a¡j £ A . Then the corresponding t-th Taylor series map is a

block matrix

5«    V '    y »<><'• f*..</}c{>.»)    D,V'(M):A®"--^^^^ pr^erj B (/Tfr)

where dZk¡ ■ ■ ■ dZk¡M = (dZk¡ ■ ■ ■ dZk/au), j . Each (jfatßi, ■ ■ ■ fyA/)  is a row of

the block matrix u'(M).

Proof. For the case r = 1, proceed as in the proof to Proposition 6.4.1 using

the map ßt of (4.10). (The n of (4.10) is our k .) Then, for general r, use

the fact that v' preserves direct sums, (6.3.1).    D

A.7. Pn+n'(Sr) -* Pn(P"'(Sr)).   There is a natural map, ([G, 16.8.9.1]),

(7.1) ô = ô„,nr. Pn+n'(ST) -» Pn(Pn'(Sr))

functorial in F, making the following diagram commute

d"*"' iF     -*—*   Pn+n(S^)

(7.2) ^| [s

P" (S*) -y P"(P" (9~))
d"'

Using (5.3) and the notation of (A.5), the map is given by

'"fW) = £*& • > - !§g£ « *£$■ *7 - P"(P"'(^)).
(a ® b) ® f h^ (a ® 1 ) ® ( 1 ® b) ® f.

(As in (A.5), we are abusing notation slightly.) As noted after (5.3), we must

be careful of the module structure when taking these tensors. Thus,

(a®b)®cf=(a®cb)®f£ (ifx ® cfx)/^n+n'+x ® F

and

(a ® b) ® (c ® d) ® ef = (a ® be) ® ( 1 ® de) ® f

if y ®lfy      (fy ®(fy       _
= (a®l)®(bc®de)®f£(^^®^ßTf ®y.

Here a, b, c, d, e (respectively, /) represent sections of ifx (respectively,

S*~ ) over some open set of X .
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We will need to know that ô is compatible with the Taylor series map.

Consider the Taylor series maps

and

«*M»p"'(y)-+p"(p"'(y)).

Applying u*u* to the first of these maps and using the natural map 1 —► w*w*

gives the left vertical map in the following diagram

U*u*S*       -y    Pn+n'(9r)

(7-4) I i

U*UtPn'(Sr) -y P"(P"'(y))

The horizontal maps are Taylor series maps. Using (7.3) , it is clear that this

diagram commutes, i.e., ô is compatible with Taylor series maps.

It also clear from (7.3) that ô commutes with the natural surjections from t-

jets to (t- l)-jets in several senses. For example, there are natural commutative

diagrams:

p»+»'(y)    J^U    P"(P"'(y))

(7.5, | |

and

(7.6)

>«+«'-i(jr)  *-■"'-', p»(p»'-1(y))

P"(P"(y))     -y   P"-X(Pn (F))

I Sn-\,n'

p"(p"'-'(y)) <- pn+n'-x(3r)

Remark 1.1. Letting n = I, (7.6) shows that P^P"'^)) -» P^P"'-1^))

factors through the surjection P'(P"'(y)) -» P"'(y).

We will need the following technical result:

Proposition 7.8. Assume that the characteristic of S is zero or greater than n +1.

If X —» 5 is smooth of relative dimension one, and S* is a locally free sheaf on

X, then the map S: Pn+x(Sr) -* P'(P"(y)) is an inclusion with a locally free

cokernel.

Proof. The compatibility of ô with the natural surjections of principal parts

bundles gives a commutative diagram

(7.8.1)
0 -y S"+1(£2x/5)®y -y   Pn+x(Sr)    -y Pn(Sr) -► 0

I
0.XjS®Pn(Sr)    -y P'(P"(y)) -y Pn(F)
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We will now show that since X —y S has relative dimension one, that the left-

most vertical map in (7.8.1) becomes Q.x/S ® £2®^ ® y -^-» QX/s ® ^n(9r)

where i:Sr®Q." —y Pn(Sr) denotes the natural inclusion of (3.2), and p:QX/s -*

ClX/s is multiplication by (n + 1). In particular, p® i is injective; hence the

proposition follows from the snake lemma.

By (7.3) we may write

ifx ® ifx ^" ^ /^>"     ^" ™ ̂"
yn+1     *"~ yl        ^     J^n+l      ^"^    '

(a ® b) ® f y-y (a ® 1 ) ® ( 1 ® b) ® f.

We need to find the image of

dzn+x ®f£ (j?n+x/^n+2) ® y = £2f i+x ® y.
"x/s

Calculate

ô(dzn+x ® f) = ô(l ® z - z ® l)n+x ® f

= [(1® 1)®(1® z)-(z® 1)®(1® l)f+1®/

= [dz®(l® l) + (l®l)®dz]n+x ®f

= {"¿Z^+kX)dzk®dz"+x-k\®f

= (n+ l)dz®dzn ® /

Thus, the leftmost vertical map of (7.8.1) is as required.    D

A.8. Osculating bundles.   The following definition is due to Piene, [Pil].

Definition 8.1. Let F be a sheaf on S, let y be a sheaf on X, and let

0: Vx —» y be a map of sheaves. For t > 0, the image of the Taylor series map

i/i: Vx —y Pl(SF) is called the osculating sheaf of order t for 0 and denoted by

G'(0) or just G'(y) when 0 is clear from context. It comes with a natural

surjection

p': Vx -> G'(y).

The natural surjections,  Pt(9r) —► P'_1(y), induce surjections,   G'(y) —>

G'-'(y).

Proposition 8.2. Let V, W be sheaves on S, and let y, & be sheaves on X.

Suppose there is a commutative diagram

Vy    -►     WY

n
SF —L^   9?
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Then there are maps between osculating sheaves f, : G'(Sr) —> G'(&) such that

is l a/
Vx       -►      Wx

tb(¥)

G'(y)  —£-» g\%)

I        i
g'-'(y) -H- g'-'(^)

commutes for t > 1. 77îe bottom vertical maps are the natural surjections, and

the composition of the vertical maps on the left (respectively, right) is pt-X(4>)

(respectively, p,-\ (y/)).
For (2) and (3) below, assume that y and & are locally free.

(1) If £ is surjective, then so are the f.

(2) If f is injective, so are the fi .

(3) If f is injective and £ is surjective, then the f are isomorphisms;

Proof. The maps ■£ and / give rise to a commutative diagram, (6.3.3.2)

Vx     -J—^    Wx

"'wl l"'(v,)
p'(y)-► p'(So

Taking images of the vertical maps defines f . The required compatibility with

the natural surjections follows from the corresponding fact for principal parts

of sheaves, (6.3.2).
(1) is clear from the definition of /,.

Restricted to locally free sheaves, P'( • ) is an exact functor (2.3). This

accounts for (2), and as a trivial consequence of (1) and (2), we get (3).    D

Proposition 8.3. Let y be locally free. There is a surjection

(*) G'(y)^G1(G'-'(y))

compatible with the natural surjections from Vx . It is functorial in y and

is compatible with the natural surjections of osculating bundles, i.e., there is a

commutative diagram

G'+1(y)-►  G'(G'(y))

I I
G'(y)    -y Gx(G'-x(Sr))

If X —» S is smooth of relative dimension one and the characteristic of each

residue field of S is zero or greater than t, then (*) is an isomorphism.

Proof. By (2.3), applying P'( • ) to the inclusion G'_1(y) <-» P'~x(Sr) yields

(t) Gx(Gl~x(Sr)) -» Px(G'-x(Sr)) <-» Px(P'-x(Sr)).
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On the other hand, we have

(i) G'(y)^p'(y)^p1(p'-'(y))

where â is the map of (7.1). Since these maps are compatible with the natu-

ral surjections from Vx , Gl(SF) surjects onto the image of G'(G'_1(y)) in

p^p'-^y)). This gives ( * ). With the additional assumption onI-»5 and

the characteristic of S, it follows from Proposition 7.8 that S in (j.) is injective.

Therefore, in that case, ( * ) is an isomorphism.

The functoriality of ( * ) comes from that of P'( • ) and of ô . Compatibility

with the surjections of osculating bundles follows from (7.5).    D

Appendix B

Introduction. This appendix is an outline of the basic theory of inflections

of curves in projective space. It is intended as background and a convenient

reference. For the most part, results are presented without proofs. The main

theorems are due to Piene, and details may be found in [Pil] and [Pel]. The two

most fundamental theorems in the theory are Theorem 2.3, stating the degrees

and ranks of the osculating bundles, and the duality theorem in (B.5).

Throughout the appendix, V denotes a vector space of dimension n +1 over

an algebraically closed field k , and X is a smooth curve over k. Let

(0.1) f:X ^P(V)^Pnk

be a map to the projective space of quotients of V . There is a corresponding

surjection

(0.2) 0: Vx -» Sf

where Sf is a line bundle on X. The map on global sections will be denoted

(0.3) Y^:V^T(X,Sf).

Definition 0.4. If m is the dimension of the smallest linear space containing

the image of /, then / is said to span a Pm or span a linear space of dimension

m. The number m is one less than the dimension of the image of Y¿ .

B.l. Inflection numbers. In this section, we introduce the fundamental invari-

ants describing the inflectionary behavior of a curve in projective space. This

material can also be found in [GH1], [Pil], and [LI].

Definition 1.1. Let / span a Pm . For each x £ X, define integers a, = a,(x)

with 0 = ao < ax < ■ ■ ■ < am by

{0, 1 +ax, 2 + a2, ... , m + am} = {ordx(a)}aeri¡>{V).

(A Gram-Schmidt-type argument shows that this definition yields m numbers.)

The number a¡ is called the i-th inflection number for 0 (or /) at x. If some
a, is nonzero, x is said to be an inflectionary point for 0 at x. Under ap-

propriate conditions, (2.3), there will be a finite number of inflectionary points.

In this case, it makes sense to sum an a, over all points to get a global i-th

inflection number for 0, also denoted by a,, and we define the i-th inflection
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divisor to be Ylxexa'(x) 'x • Later we will define a related inflection sheaf,

(2.4).
Inflectionary points are also called points of hyperosculation since, at each

of these points, an osculating space meets f(X) with higher multiplicity than

expected, (4.1.1).

Remark 1.2. Let Sf = cf(D) for a divisor D on X. For x £ X consider the

decreasing sequence of integers

£x(n) = dhm> e T¿V) \ o £ Y(X,if(D - nx))}

for n = 0, 1, 2, .... If £x(n - 1) # lx{n) > then n is called a gap value for 0

at x . (Note: If £x(n - 1) / £x(n), then £x(n - 1) = £x(n) - 1, (cf. [H, proof of

Proposition IV.3.1]).) If the gap values are not 1,2, ... , m , then the point x

is called a generalized Weierstrass point. Denote the i-th gap value by a¡. The

Weierstrass weight for 0 at x is the integer YlT=i(a' ~ 0- ^n terms of the inflec-

tionary indices, the i-th gap value is a,_ x + i. The classical situation is when

the genus of X is greater than one and 0: V -^ Y(X, CiX/k) —► Q^/A: > (3.2);
the gap values measure the inflectionary behavior of the canonical embedding.

1.3. Normal form. By a normal form for the map / at x we mean a

choice of coordinates for P" that is nice with respect to the inflection num-

bers. Specifically, choose a basis, Go, ... ,om, for the image of 0 such that

ordx(cr,) = i + a¡. Identify Sfx with the local ring at x , A = ifxtX, and let

z be a local parameter at x. We can think of the o¡ 's as elements in the

completion A = k[[z]], so that f is given parametrically by

(1.3.1)        z.-»t;(z) = (H---- , z1+a' +••• , ... , zm+a™ + --- ,0,... ,0)

where " H-" denotes the sum of terms of higher order in z . Thus, if ax > 0,

then /(x) is a cusp of the image of /, and if ax = 0 but a2 > 0, then /(x)

is an inflection point of the image of /.

Let Xo, ... , x„ be coordinates on P" . The expression (1.3.1) shows that

the i'-plane {x,+ i = 0, ... , x„ = 0} meets f(x) with multiplicity t + 1 + at+x

along the branch of f(X) corresponding to x.

1.4. Base points. We may also define inflection numbers for arbitrary linear

systems or for any map (i.e., not necessarily surjective)

( * ) Vx-ySf.

The only difference is that the smallest inflection number q0 may no longer be

zero. If Sf = (f(D) is the line bundle corresponding to a divisor D, and B is

the base of the linear system corresponding to ( * ), then the map in ( * ) factors

as

y JU Y(X, (f(D - B)) -H Y(X, (f(D)).

Letting ß,(x) denote the inflection numbers (or divisors) for the surjection, y/,

it is clear from the normal form, (1.3), that

f a,, if x is not a base point,
P'W = \       ,   \ r   ^ euL u,(x) - ao(x), if x is a base point.
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B.2. Principal parts. The main result of this section is Theorem 2.3, stating the

degree and rank of Piene's osculating bundles. It leads directly to the generalized

Plücker formulas, (3.3), and the degrees of varieties associated with the flexing

of a curve in space, (B.4).

For each integer / > 0, the map 0 of (0.2) can be lifted to the i-th order

Taylor series map, (A.6),

(2.1) vt = v\:Vx^Pt(Sf)

where P'(Sf) is the bundle of i-th order jets of sections of Sf . Locally, we

can think of 0 as given by a n + 1-tuple of functions in a local parameter for

the curve. The map i>' can then be thought of as a matrix with rows consisting

of the derivatives of 0 up to order t, (A.6.4).

Recall from (A.8) that the image of u' is the t-th osculating bundle for 0,

denoted by G'(Sf) (or by G'(0) or G'(f), if necessary). From i/', there is a

natural surjection

(2.2) p': Vx — G'(Sf).

( G'(Sf) is a bundle since it is a subsheaf of P'(Sf) and, hence, is torsion free.)

The following theorem, due to Piene [Pil], (with a slight correction due to

Laksov, [LI]), shows how the Taylor series maps, v', are related to the inflection

numbers defined in (B.l). It is the main result from Appendix B needed in the

main body of the paper.

Theorem 2.3. Let X be a smooth projective curve, and assume the characteristic

of k is zero or greater than t and the degree of Sf. Then

(1) If t < m — dirn^. Y^(V) - 1, then vl is generically surjective with

t

length(cok^) = y^q,-(x).

i=l

In particular, rkG'(Sf) — t + I, and v' is surjective if and only if 0 is

noninflectionary at x up to order t.

There is a finite number of inflectionary points.

If t > m, then the image is a trivial bundle of rank m + 1, i.e., im¡/' =

G'(Sf) = r¿(v)x.

Remark 2.3.1. To see that the assumption on the characteristic is necessary in

Theorem 2.3 and in Corollary 2.5.3, below, see Remark 3.4.2.

Remark 2.3.2. If X is a smooth projective curve, then with no assumption on

the characteristic of k ,

a,(x) < degSf - i

for each x £ X. Since a¡(x) < ai+x(x), this means that

a¡(x) < degSf - m

for i = I, ... , m . This inequality is sharp. For instance, consider the map

pi  _> pm

7i_.fi     7\+(d-m)    72+{d-m) 7m+(d-m)\

(2)
(3)
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given by sections of the line bundle cf(d). Here, a, = d - m for all i.

Remark 2.3.3. The projectivity assumption can be replaced with the condition

that if the characteristic of k is not zero, then it is larger than m and am + m .

Definition 2.4.   From the natural surjection of principal parts bundles, we get

the commutative diagram with exact rows

0 -►   G'(Sf)    -»   P'(Sf)    -y   cok ¡y'    -► 0

I ■:   ¿ 1.   ■ ,-; X

0 -► G'~X(Sf)  -y P'~X(Sf)  -y COki/'-1   -y 0

The vertical map on the right,

i    / 11-1coki/  —y coki/

is a surjection whose kernel we call the t-th inflection sheaf of 0 and denote by

inf*. According to Theorem 2.3, it has length a¡. The divisor corresponding

to this kernel is the i-th inflection divisor defined in (B.l).

2.5. Degrees.   In'(B.4), we will give the standard definitions of the osculating

developables, associated curves, and higher order dual varieties of a curve in

projective space. The following result will give the degrees of these varieties.

Denote the kernel of p' by E'(Sf), and consider the exact sequences

(2.5.1) 0 -» E'(Sf) -» Vx -^ G'(Sf) — 0

and

(2.5.2) 0 -» G!(_?)-» P'(Sf)-+ coku'^ 0.

The degrees of G'(Sf) and E'(Sf) are an immediate consequence of Theorem

2.3. First we need some notation: if F is any vector bundle on X, then define

cx(F) to be the divisor class corresponding to the line bundle detF ; if y is a

torsion sheaf on X, define [y] to be the class of the divisor YLxex length(y ) •

x.

Corollary 2.5.3. Let X be a smooth projective curve of genus g, and assume

the characteristic of k is zero or greater than t and the degree of Sf. Then for

t < m = dimkY¿(V) - 1,

cx(G'(Sf)) = -cx(E'(Sf)) =(^+2 iyx(QX/k) + (t+l)cx(Sf) - [coki/]

as divisor classes. In particular,

degG'(_?) = -deg(E'(_?)) = ^+ %2g - 2) + (t + \)degSf - ¿q,
/=i

t
= (t+l)(tg-t + degSf)-J2*i-
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Letting t = m, we get

m /      _i_ 1 \

^^q,(x)-x= (m       )cx(axlk) + (m+l)cx(Sf)
i=i xex V    z    /

as divisor classes, and taking degrees gives

JTa,= (m2l)(2g-2) + (m+l)degS*

= (m + l)(mg - m + degSf).

Proof. The corollary follows directly from:   Theorem 2.3; the Whitney sum

formula applied to (2.5.1), (2.5.2), and (A.3.2); and the fact that if y/:E —y F
is a generically surjective map between bundles of the same rank on a smooth

projective curve, then

Ci(_-)-Ci(F) = [cok^]

(cf. [F, A.2.3]).    D

B.3. Examples. Here we present several standard examples. As a refinement

of the theory, we consider the effect of covering maps and projections.

Example 3.1 [GH1, p. 270], [Pil]). Suppose that / has no inflectionary points.

Under the assumptions of Corollary 2.5.3, this means that

5>, = 0= r^   )(2g-2) + (m+l)degSf.
i=i ^ '

This is only possible if g = 0 and degSf = m, i.e., Sf = if(m). Counting

dimensions, this means that T$(V) = Y(¥x, cf(m)), and the map / is just the

embedding of P1 as a rational normal curve of degree m in a linear subspace

of dimension m in P(F).

Remark 3.1.1. For a natural extension of the above example to a characteriza-

tion of the Veronese embeddings of any P" , cf. [FKPT].

Example 3.2 (Weierstrass Points [GH1, p. 275]). Let X have genus g > 1,

and consider the canonical morphism

fix-*?*-1

determined by the natural surjection

<f>:Y(X, Qx/k)x-+ Qx/k.

Recall Remark 1.2. The inflectionary points for the canonical morphism are

called Weierstrass points. By definition, £x(0) = g, and since deg£2^/i: =

2g - 2, we also have £x(2g - 1) = 0 for any point x £ X. Therefore, there are

g gap values at each point of X. From Corollary 2.5.3, the total weight of all

the Weierstrass points, i.e., the sum of the weights at each point, is

g g

J2(ai-i) = Y/a'-i
/=i í=i

(2# - 2) + £(2^ - 2)

=   (g-l)g(g+l)-
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Example 3.3 (Generalized Plücker Formulas [GH1, p. 270], [Pil]). Assume
that the characteristic of k is zero or greater than t + 1 and the degree of Sf.

Let cx(G'(Sf)) denote the divisor class of the determinant of the osculating
bundle of order i. From Corollary 2.5.3,

(3.3.1) cx(Gt-x(Sf))-2cx(Gt(Sf))+cx(G,+x(Sf)) = cx(Çlx/k)-J2^k+i(x)-x.
xex

Letting dj = degG'(_?) and taking degrees in (3.3.1) yields

(3.3.2) dt-X-2dt + dt+i=2g-2-ak+x.

The expressions (3.3.2) for t > 1 are called the generalized Plücker formulas.

The number d¡ is the degree of the osculating developable of order i, of the

i-th associated map, and of the dual variety of order i, (4.2, 4.3).

Example 3.4 (Elliptic Curves). Let Sf be a line bundle of degree n + 1 > 3
on an elliptic curve E. Consider the inflection numbers a,, i = I... , n , for

the evaluation map

(*) Y(E,Sf)E^Sf

By Riemann-Roch, a, =0 for i < n and a„ < 1 at each point, (cf. 1.2). (We

can also see that an < 1 by Remark 2.3.2.) Thus, Corollary 2.5.3 says that

there are exactly n + 1 inflectionary points. At each of the inflectionary points,

an = I .

Theorem 3.4.1 (Kato [Ka]). Choose any inflectionary point for (*) to be the

identity in the group E. Then the inflectionary points are exactly the points of
order n + 1.

Proof. Let Po, ... , pn be the inflectionary points, and take po = 0 in the
group E. By looking at the normal form, we see that the inflectionary points

are exactly the points where a hyperplane of ¥(Y(E, Sf)) meets the image of

E under the embedding determined by ( * ) with multiplicity n + 1 = degSf,
(1.3). Therefore, Sf =• cf((n + l)p0), and (n + l)p, ~ (n + l)p0 for each i. In
other words, (n + l)p¡ - 0 for all i.

Remark 3.4.2. Assuming that the characteristic of k is zero or greater than

n + 1, Corollary 2.5.3 and the comments made in the preceding example show

that there are (n + I)2 points of E where an = 1 . For an elliptic curve in the

plane (i.e., n = 2 ) in characteristic three, there are three or zero points of order

three, depending on whether the curve is ordinary or supersingular, respectively,

([S, p. 106]). By Kato's theorem, this means that there are three or zero points

where a2 = 1. In any case, the sum of the inflection numbers is not nine. This

shows that the assumption on the characteristic in Theorem 2.3 and Corollary

2.5.3 is needed.

Example 3.5. Let grd be a generic nonspecial linear system of dimension r

and degree d without base points on a smooth projective curve X over the

complex numbers. Let f:X —> Pr be the corresponding map with inflection

numbers a, . Canuto, [Cn], shows that a, = 0 for i = I, ... , r - I for each

point of X and that there are exactly (r + l)(rg -r + d) points where ar = 1,

otherwise ar = 0.
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Example 3.6 (Coverings).    Let g:X -* Y be a finite, separable morphism of

smooth projective curves over k . We want to relate the inflection numbers for

a map of Y into projective space with those of the induced mapping of X.

Suppose we are given a map

fy:Y-+F(V)

with corresponding surjection to a line bundle

0y: VY — SfY.

Composing fY and g gives

fx:X^f(V)

and the corresponding surjection

cj>x: Vx — Sfx

where Sfx = g*SfY .

Let m + 1 = dinifc T^F) = dim¿ T0A.(F), and for i = I, ... , m , let ax,,,
Qy>( be the inflection numbers for cpx , 4>y , respectively. The following result

can be found in [Pel]:

Proposition 3.6.1. Let ex be the ramification index at x £ X. Then

( 1 ) For x £ X,

(*x,i(x) = ex-aY,i(g(x)) + ex- 1.

(2) Summing ( 1 ) over all points of X gives the following relation for global

inflection divisors:

^2ax,i-x = deg(g)J2o!Y,i-x + i-^2(ex- 1) • x.
XEX x€X x€X

Assume, in addition, that the characteristic of k is either zero or greater than t

and the degree of Sfx. Then

(3) Letting E'( • ) denote the kernel of the map to the osculating bundle

p', the natural map g* P'(Jzfy) -» P'(Sfx) of (A.2.4) induces an isomor-

phism of exact sequences

0 -► .*E'(-?r) -► g'Vy -► g*G\SfY) -► 0

1                          II                          I
0 -►    E\Sfx)    -y    Vx    -i    G'(Sfx)    -► 0

(4) For any bundle F on X or Y, let cx( • ) denote the divisor class of
det F. Then

cx(G'(Sfx)) = g*cx(Gt(SfY)).

In particular,

degG\Sfx) = deg(g)degG'(SfY).
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(5) For t < m, the natural map g* P'(SfY) —► P'(Sfy) isgenerically surjec-

tive. The divisor corresponding to its cokernel is

^        '    xex

(6) For the inflection sheaves, (2.4), there is an exact sequence

0 — g* infy -» inf> -t £2|}y ® -2" -> 0.

Remark 3.6.2. Proposition 3.6.1 is closely related to the Riemann-Hurwitz The-

orem. Summing (2) over i yields

m m /     _ 1 \

1=1 XGX ,=1 x€X ^ '  X6X

However, if we assume the characteristic of k is either zero or greater than m

and the degree of Sfx , Corollary 2.5.3 says that

f>x,,= (m^l)(2g(X)-2) + (m+l)degSfx

and similarly for J2aY,¡ ■ Substituting this into ( * ) and simplifying gives the

Riemann-Hurwitz Theorem:

2g(X) - 2 = degg(2g(Y) - 2) + £>x - 1).

Example 3.7 (Projections). Suppose that V c Y(X, Sf), and let W be a

subspace of V of dimension n = dim V - 1 of globally generating sections.

Consider the induced map

y/:WcV^Sf.

The corresponding map, g:X —> F(W), is obtained from the original map,

/, by projection from a point. We can compare the inflectionary behavior of

/ and g. (For the definition of an osculating space, used in the following

proposition, cf. (B.4).)

Proposition 3.7.1. Let {a,},= i ,...,„ and {j8,}f=i,...,*-! be the inflection numbers

for f and g, respectively. If the point of projection is contained in the osculating

space of order t at x but not in an osculating space of order t - 1, then

f a,(x), for i = 1, ... ,t- 1,
ßi(x) = <

I a,+i(x) + l, for i = t,...,n- 1.

Proof. Choose a basis for V, oq, ... , on, such that ordx (er,) = i + a¡ and such

that ao, ... , àt, ... ,an is a basis for W. Taking the corresponding normal

forms for / and g, ( 1.3), we are projecting from the point (0, ... , 1, ... , 0)

—whose coordinates are all zero except for the Mh—onto the hyperplane {x, =

0}. Since the osculating space of order i is given by {x,+i = • • • = x„ = 0} ,

the result is clear.    D

Thus, the inflectionary behavior of the projected curve is the same as that

for the original curve except at special points. If a point of the original curve

has some osculating space that passes through the point of projection, the image

will be "more" inflectionary.
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Example 3.8 (Osculating curves). Let X be an irreducible plane curve, not

necessarily smooth. Let X(t,d) be the subset of the projective space of plane
curves of degree d consisting of curves meeting X with multiplicity at least

t + 1 . These curves are said to osculate X with order t. To study X(t, d),

we linearize the problem, using the ¿/-tuple Veronese embedding, ud: P2 —► P^,

with N = d(d+y . Let X denote the normalization of X, and define the map

The curves of degree d osculating X with order t are in this way identified

with hyperplanes of FN that meet X¿(X) with multiplicity at least t + I .

Basic results about X(t, d) appear in [Pel], including a refinement of Cay-

ley's formula for the number of sextactic points on a plane curve, ([Ca]): those

points where a conic meets the curve with multiplicity at least six.

B.4. Osculating spaces and higher order duals. We present the standard defi-

nitions of osculating spaces, developables, and associated maps, and we present

a definition, due to Piene, [Pi2], of higher order dual varieties. We then give

Piene's interpretation of these constructions using osculating bundles along with

her calculation of the degrees of these constructions.

For the main results of the paper, it is only necessary to be familiar with the

definitions, (4.1), and their interpretation via osculating bundles, Proposition

4.2.4.
As a new example, we consider a curve in projective space, and construct a

map of the curve into a flag variety by considering the flag of osculating spaces

of the curve at each point. We calculate the class of this curve in the intersection

ring of the flag variety, (4.4).

Definition 4.1. (See Proposition 4.2.4 for the interpretation of the constructions

presented here in terms of vector bundles.) With the notation as at the beginning

of this appendix, assume that f:X —y P(V) spans a Pm . For t < m, the

osculating space of order t at x £ X is the unique ¿-plane having maximal

order contact with f(X) at f(x) along the branch corresponding to x . Taking

a normal form for / at x , (1.3), and letting xo, ... , x„ be the corresponding

coordinates on P", this ¿-plane is given by {x,+i = • ■ ■ = x„ = 0}. For t >

m , define the osculating space of order t to be the Pm spanned by /. The

osculating developable of order t of / (or f(X) ) is the union of the osculating

spaces of order t.
Let Osc4 = Osc4(/) denote the osculating space of order ¿ at x. For t < m ,

associate each point of X with its osculating ¿-plane in the Grassmannian of

¿-planes in P(F) to get the t-th associated map of f

ft:X -^ Gtf(V)

x y-y Osc'x(f).

The image of /, will be called the t-th associated curve of f.

The dual variety of order t for f is the set of hyperplanes—considered as

a subset of the dual projective space ¥(V*)—containing some osculating space

of order t. For t > m , the dual variety of order t is just the (n - m - 1)-

dimensional linear space of hyperplanes containing the Pm spanned by /.
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Let H'x = H'x(f) denote the set of hyperplanes containing the osculating

space of order ¿ at x. Taking a normal form for / at x and coordinates

on P" as above, a hyperplane defined by £)"=o a¡xi is in Ellx if and only if

ao = • • • = at = 0. For t < m , define the t-th dual map of f by

f-.X-.G^-MV*)
x^H'x.

The image of /' is called the t-th dual curve of f.

Remark 4.1.1. Let t < m . If / is birational to its image, then the osculating

space of order t meets f(X) at f(x) along the branch corresponding to x

with multiplicity ¿+ 1 +ai+i. For a general map, this number must be replaced

by
¿ + 1 + at+x

degf

Remark 4.1.2. If X is not smooth, let n:X -+ X be the map from the nor-

malization of X, and define all the constructions of Definition 4.1 for / to be

those of fon. In terms of line bundles, we are replacing 0 by

7i*0: Vx ¿4i n*Sf.

Hence, if X is embedded in P" as a curve with singularities, this definition

allows us to consider the osculating spaces of X along its branches.

4.2. Modern viewpoint. In [Pil], [Pi2], Piene has given the modern interpre-

tation of the constructions of Definition 4.1 using her osculating bundles. This

appears as Proposition 4.2.4, below.

Let E'(Sf) denote the kernel of the natural map to the ¿-th order osculating

bundle, p', and consider the exact sequence

(4.2.1) 0 —► E'(Sf) —y Vx -£* G'(Sf) -> 0
-

This induces maps of projective bundles

(4.2.3) ô,:¥(E'(Sfy) -y P(K¿) = X x F(V*) -Ä* f(V*)

where n2 denotes the second projection in both cases.

Proposition 4.2.4. Assume that X is a smooth projective curve and the charac-

teristic of k is zero or greater than t and the degree of Sf. Then the image

of the fiber at x, cot(f(G'(Sf))x), is the osculating space of order t at x, and

similarly, ôt(f(Et(Sfy)x) = H'x . Therefore, the image of cot is the osculating

developable of order t, and the image of ôt is the dual variety of order t.

For t < m, the map X -» GtF(V) induced by p':X -> G'(Sf) through the
universal property of a Grassmannian is the t-th associated map. Similarly, the

map X -> Gn-t-if(V*) induced by the natural surjection Vx —> E'(Sf)* is the

t-th dual map of f.

(4.2.2) co,:V(G'(Sf)) -^P(Kx)-IxP(K)^P(F)

and
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Corollary 4.2.5. With the assumptions of Proposition 4.2.4, the osculating devel-

opable and dual variety of order t are irreducible.

Proof. The osculating developable of order t is the image of F(G'(Sf)), and

the dual variety of order t is the image of P(E'(Sf)*).    D

Remark 4.2.6. Let X c P" be a smooth embedding of a curve in projective

space determined by sections of a line bundle Sf . (Note: The discussion given

here is easily generalized to the case dimX > 1 .) Define

Y = {(x, H) £ X x (Vny | TXX c H}

where TXX is the embedded tangent space to X at x. Letting NXP" be the

normal bundle to X in P" , we have that Y is isomorphic to P(7V>P") over

X, ([F, 3.2.21]). The dual variety to X is usually defined to be the image of the
projection Y —y (P")*. However, since TXX is just the first osculating space

at x, the dual variety coincides with our dual variety of order one. In fact,

Kleiman, [Kl], shows that in our situation, Ex(Sf) = (NxFn)* ® Sf . Since S?

is a line bundle,

PÍE1 (.S*)*) = P(7V>P" ®Sf*) =■ F(NXF").

4.3. Degree of the osculating developable and the higher order dual. The next

proposition is Piene's computation of the degrees of the osculating developables

and higher order dual varieties as cycles in the intersection ring of projective

space.

Proposition 4.3.1. Let t < m . Let X be a smooth projective curve of genus g,
and assume that the characteristic of k is zero or greater than t and the degree

of Sf. Then the dimension of the osculating developable of order t is t + 1 ,

and the dimension of the higher order dual variety of order t is n - t. In other

words,
dim(imco,) = t + 1,        dim(im¿;) = n - t.

Further,

deg(cot) deg(im co t) = deg(f5f)deg(imr5,)

= deg(ft)deg(imf)

= deg(/')deg(im/')

= d, = degG'(Sf)

/+1)(2^-2) + (¿+l)deg^-¿a,-
z   J 1=0

where dega>, is the degree of the map from the domain to the image of co, and

similarly for ô,,f, and f .

Remark 4.3.2. Proposition 3.3.1 of the main body of the paper shows that if

the characteristic of k is equal to zero or is larger than t and d, — degG'(Sf),

and if / is birational to its image, then /, is birational to its image, i.e., the

generic osculating space of order t is the osculating space of order t at only

one point of f(X). Similarly, /' is birational to its image.

The birationality of co, and 3, seems to be a more difficult question. One

would not expect com-X to be birational. For example, the tangent developable
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to a plane curve fills the whole plane; the generic point on a tangent line will

lie on other tangent lines as well. (On the other hand, since fm-X is birational

to its image, so is ôm-X .) What if t < m - 1 ? This would imply the trisecant

lemma: that the generic secant of a nonplanar curve does not meet the curve

again. For a proof of the trisecant lemma, cf. [L2, Lemma 15].

Example 4.4 (Flags). At each point x e X, the osculating spaces form a flag

of linear subspaces of projective space,

{x} c OscJ. c Osc^ c • • •

Associating a point with its corresponding flag, in this way, determines a map

of the curve into the variety of flags in projective space. We will compute the

class of this curve in the intersection ring of the variety of flags. For simplicity,

assume that /: X —> P" is birational to its image and spans P" .

Let F be the variety of complete flags in P" , ([F, 14.7.16]). The points of
F are the flags of linear subspaces of P"

Lq C Lx C • • • C L„_i

where dimL, = i. Fix such a flag no c nx c ■■■ c tt„_i . A basis for the
intersection ring of F in dimension one is

H-i = {{Eo, ■■■ , L«-i) | L¡ = %i   for i¿j,  L¡ c 7^+,}

for j = 0, ... , n - 1 . The dual basis in codimension one is

£* = {(Lo,...,Ln_x)\Linnn-i.x¿0}.

Define

f-X -» F

x h-> (x, Osc¡¡., ... , Ose"-1).

The class of f*(X) in the intersection ring for F is

n-l

[fÁX)] = ¿Z{fÁX) •£*)£,
1=0

Assume that the associated maps, f,, are birational to their images; for example,

we could assume that the characteristic of k is zero or large enough (Proposition

3.3.1 of main body of the paper). Then, f*(X) • £* is the number of osculating

spaces of order / meeting a generic (n - i - l)-plane; in other words, it is the

degree of the osculating developable and the associated map, d,, (4.3.1). Thus,

we find,
n-l

[/.(*)] = E^<-
1=0

B.5. Piene duality theorem. The purpose of this section is to state Piene's

duality theorem for curves in projective space. This result, found in [Pil], is

the modern expression of the duality theorems of the nineteenth century for

curves in projective space. A main result of our paper is an extension of her

duality theorem to one for curves in Grassmannians.
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V

Let V c Y(X, Sf) be a vector space of dimension n + 1 of generating

sections of a line bundle Sf on X. The corresponding map, f:X -» P(F),

spans P(F). In (B.4), we defined the ¿-th associated map

f:X^G,F(V)

sending a point to its osculating space of order t, and we defined the ¿-th dual

map

f:X^Gn-t-XF(V*)

sending a point x £ X to the linear space of hyperplanes containing the oscu-

lating space of order t at x .

Definition 5.1.   The dual of f is the map

f*:X-+F(V*)
xh+Osc"-1

sending a point x 6 X to the osculating hyperplane at x. This dual is the

(n - l)-th dual map of (B.4), i.e., f* = fn~x .
We saw in Proposition 4.2.4, with an assumption on the characteristic of k ,

that the associated map corresponds to the map of vector bundles

H'f. Vx - Gl(Sf).

There is an exact sequence

0 ~*> E'(Sf) ^Vx-^ G'(Sf) — 0

and the ¿-th dual map, /', corresponds to the natural surjection

(*) V¿^E'(Sf)*.

By Theorem 2.3, G'(Sf) has rank ¿ + 1 for t < n . Therefore, E"~x(Sf) is a

line bundle.

Theorem 5.2 (Piene Duality Theorem, [Pil]). Let X be a smooth projective

curve, and assume that the characteristic of k is zero or greater than n and the

degree of Sf. Then the t-dual map of the dual map, f*, is the (n - t - \)-th
associated map of f. In symbols,

t r*\t     c
U   )   = Jn-t-l-

In particular, the double dual of f is f, itself:

(/•)* = /•

For more discussion, see §7 of the main body of the paper.
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